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Tinplate & Plastic

5001. Triang Junior Diesel Circus Van and Trailer - white, with orange cages to each vehicle, replacement front radiator grille
but both vehicles have opening rear doors with locking bar - otherwise Fair to Good, 26"/66cm long.
£40 - £50
5002. Triang Junior Diesel Transport Van and Circus Trailer - white with blue van and cage bodies, includes front radiator
grille and both opening rear doors with locking bar, together with tow hook, would benefit from further cleaning otherwise
generally Fair to Good, 26"/66cm long.
£50 - £60
5003. Triang tinplate and plastic vehicles including Minic - to include Minic Fire Engine, green Trailer with spoked wheels
(from the traction engine) and a plastic Muir Hill Dumper Truck. Also included are 2 x Spot-on Trik-Trak plastic Racing Cars
(some adhesive tape marks), together with a larger scale 8"/20cm Breakdown Truck - Fair to Good. (6)
£30 - £40
5004. Triang Minic Big Bedford Ambulance - larger scale pressed steel model, from the end of production, so lacks the
friction drive motor, one opening rear door is a replacement otherwise Fair to Good, 8"/20cm.
£30 - £40
5005. Modern Toys (Japan) "Electric Forklift Truck" - battery operated tinplate model from the 1960's is red, with tinprinted
seat and dashboard detail, steerable rear wheels, includes both front forks, untested but with a clean battery
compartment - Excellent Plus, 11"/28cm long and comes in a Good card box with illustrated lid and some inner packaging.
£60 - £80
5006. Nomura (TN Toys of Japan) "High Power 'Dozer" tinplate battery operated model - circa 1960's - orange, with tinprinted
detail including driver figure, crane jib attachment with hook to rear, rubber tracks intact (one has a discreet repair), untested but
fitted with a pull cord system, clean battery compartment - would benefit from more detailed cleaning but otherwise Excellent,
12"/30cm long and comes in a Good card box.
£60 - £70
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5007. Triang and Playcraft a pair of Boats (1) Triang Ocean Liner "Orcades" - cream with white superstructure, battery
powered, lacks some deck fittings but does include the rudder and propeller; (2) Playcraft 16"/40cm electric "Terrapin"
Speedboat - clean battery compartment - Fair to Good including illustrated boxes. (2)
£30 - £50
5008. Arnold (Germany) tinplate 2-funnel Steam Boat - black/red with white superstructure, comes with replacement masts
but does include the rudder and propeller, together with a key, the clockwork motor is in working order - otherwise Good Plus to
Excellent in Good Plus illustrated box with some inner packaging. Produced as a recent limited edition. Also included is a
Chinese made tinplate friction drive Fire Truck with siren, 3 x standing firemen and elevating ladder and comes in a Good
illustrated box. (2)
£50 - £60
5009. Sutcliffe (UK) tinplate clockwork Speedboat - powder blue with white deck, motor requires attention but does include
the rudder and propeller - otherwise Good for display including a Fair (repaired) illustrated box. Also included is a Marusan
1960's "Tug Boat" battery operated model (some scratching to one side to the right hand side of the hull), together with an
Eastern European or similar tinplate Steam Paddle Boat (lacks one wheel house to roof), 15"/39cm long - otherwise Fair. (3)

£40 - £60
5010. Hong Kong plastic Dodgem Cars and Duck Novelty - to include 2 x Laurie (Hong Kong) battery operated "Dodgem
Tricky Action" (sic) in yellow and blue with driver, one has replacement rear upright, also included is an OK Toys 3378 battery
operated novelty large scale Duck, 7"/18cm long - otherwise Good to Good Plus including boxes. (3)
£30 - £50
5011. Mettoy (UK) "Refreshments" tinplate 6-wheeled Lorry - British made clockwork tinplate example from the 1950's is
orange, with tinprinted detail to sides, some age related wear but does include the opening rear door and locking catch, the
motor is in working order - Good, 10"/25cm long.
£60 - £80
5012. Mettoy & Marx Commercial vehicles - to include Mettoy 9"/23cm tinplate clockwork Articulated Lorry - brown, with
clockwork motor in working order; a Marx (USA) pressed steel Tractor Unit; ELI (Italy) large tinplate Pirelli Delivery Van with
opening rear door and a Chinese friction drive Daimler Fleetline Double Decker Bus - Fair to Good. (4)
£40 - £60
5013. KO Toys (Japan) large tinplate Volkswagen Beetle - metallic blue, with tinprinted interior detail, fitted with substantial
windup Gyro motor to underside and mystery action, some small dents to roof - otherwise overall Good to Good Plus, 10"/26cm
long.
£60 - £80
5014. Schuco (made in the US Zone of Germany) 5311 Ingenico tinplate 2-door Car - scarce battery operated example is
red, with tinprinted interior detail, steerable front wheels - overall Good Plus for display, 8.5"/22cm long.
£60 - £80
5015. Large tinplate All Terrain vehicle - green, with substantial clockwork motor driving the front wheels, in working order
with key and brake, opening rear boot reveals battery compartment for the front headlamps, fitted with replacement rubber
treads to the wheels - otherwise a Fair to Good unmarked example, possibly German, 14"/36cm long.
£50 - £70
5016. Ubilda, Wells, Japanese and other tinplate vehicles - offered for restoration or spares, to include a Chad Valley Ubilda
2-door open top Car, cast iron Taxi, Wells (UK) tinplate cab and chassis, Paya Car with chauffeur and a Nomura Japanese
tinplate battery operated vintage Car - otherwise Fair. (5)
£30 - £40
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5017. Japanese tinplate Car and Motorcycle - circa 1960's (1) Bandai tinplate Ford Mustang - light metallic with see-through
engine detail and steerable front wheels. Also included is a large scale Honda Police Motorbike with plastic uniformed rider,
battery operated remote control with cable attached, 12"/30cm long - both have some surface rust coming through and would
benefit from further cleaning - otherwise generally Fair. (2)
£40 - £60
5018. JB Models Carette style pressed steel Delivery Van - British made product - violet blue with cream chassis, steerable
front wheels - Good Plus, 12.5"/32cm long. Also included is a large scale pressed steel Tank in military green and a large scale
Classic Transport Rolls Royce Silver Ghost - white - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus card boxes with illustrated label. (3)
£40 - £60
5019. Meccano Constructor Aircraft - circa 1930's - made-up model as a Biplane with 2 wheels to undercarriage, includes
propeller, fitted with replacement tail plane - otherwise Fair.
£30 - £40
5020. Modern Toys (Masudaya of Japan) large tinplate Police Motorcycle - scarce battery operated model is white, with
tinprinted detail, uniformed rider figure, battery operated with clean battery compartment, some light play wear but otherwise
generally Good Plus to Excellent for display, 12"/30cm long.
£60 - £80
5021. Marx and other Military vehicles - to include Marx Toys (Hong Kong) Cap Firing Tank, lacks hatch cover - otherwise
Good including illustrated box. Unboxed items include an early cast iron cannon, tinplate flat "Clicker" tinplate Soldier figure
firing gun, a Chinese friction drive Tank, 8"/21cm long and a tinplate Harley Davidson Military Motorcycle and Sidecar with rider
figure - tinprinted detail of recent limited edition production - otherwise Good to Excellent. (5)
£40 - £50
5022. German and Spanish tinplate Motorcycles - to include 9"/23cm Eastern European clockwork Motorcycle, no key but in
working order - tinprinted detailing including rider, together with a Paya Motorcycle & Sidecar with rider and passenger figures,
together with a miniature ZZ (Germany) Sport Motorcycle & Sidecar - some would benefit from further cleaning otherwise Good
Plus. (3)
£30 - £50
5023. A group of boxed tinplate Motorcycles - of recent limited edition production - to include 2 x windup Racing Motorcycle,
7"/18cm long and 2 x similar Motorcycles with sidecar and passenger - all have tinprinted detail including riders and are
generally Near Mint in Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (4)
£50 - £60
5024. Arnold (Germany) 1930's tinplate Armoured Car - scarce example in 3-colour camouflage with tinplate wheels, no key
but the clockwork motor is in working order with effective sparking action and brake, some age related wear but does include
the driver figure and steerable front wheels - otherwise Good, circa 1935, 9.5"/24cm long.
£80 - £120
5025. Huntley & Palmer Limited tinplate double sided Biscuit Tin circa 1900, embossed with colourful tinprinted detail to sides
and lids, includes carrying handle, 8"/21cm long, some age related wear but overall a Good example which has survived
remarkably well. Also included tinplate Savings Box - no key but does have inner tray with 3 x compartments, together with
"City Bank" cast iron Savings Bank and Wells (UK) tinplate pillar box style Bank plus LSA (Hong Kong) "Million Pound" Money
Bag Bank - generally Fair to Good. (5)
£30 - £50
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5026. Doll & Co (Germany) Live Steam Stationery Engine - from the turn of the 20th Century, featuring embossed body, with
boiler and removable chimney, single cylinder, significant wear that does include the single wick burner and stand otherwise
Fair to Good, 8"/20cm high.
£30 - £40
5027. Dan Dare, tinplate Robots and other Space Related models to include Dan Dare "Electronic Radio Station" - no
accessories but does include various switches, dials and searchlight - Good, 12"/30cm high. Also included M Toys "Gold Star"
Space Vehicle, lacks rear tail fins but does include opening wings, together with 2 x clockwork tinplate Robots together with
1960 KO Toys, 6.5"/16cm clockwork example with gyro motor and Hong Kong plastic battery operated Record Car - Fair to
Good. (6)
£40 - £50
5028. Rocket USA large tinplate "Robot One" R1 - scarce battery operated large scale tinplate robot of recent limited edition
production - grey, tinplated detail, clean battery compartment, 13"/32cm high, together with miniature clockwork example - Near
Mint in Excellent boxes. (2)
£30 - £40
5029. Nomura (TN Toys, Japan) "Atomic Fire Car" - tinplate, battery operated space vehicle - scarce example, mystery action
to underside - Good for display, 9.5"/24cm long/
£40 - £60
5030. Assorted tinplate and plastic vehicles to include Japanese Custom Car and miniature tinplate Truck plus Stunt Aircraft.
Plastic models include battery operated Sports Car, copper coloured Low Rider and others including Wells Brimtoy "Transport"
Trailer and Modern Toys Animal Train - Fair. (9)
£20 - £30
5031. Linemar (Japan) National Cash Register - tinplate example for the American market, marked in cents, includes Poor to
Fair card box with replacement lid. Also included is miniature Mettoy Toy Town plastic Cash Register, tinplate Boxing Match
novelty, Goose, Rabbit with Cart and other animals including Lehmann Noli Snail. Also in the lot is Singer miniature child's
Sewing Machine circa 1930s - generally Good.
£40 - £50
5032. Lehmann "Gustav The Miller" tinplate mechanical novelty, with weight, replacement sails to windmill and stand. Also
included German made tinplate Church Music Box, the wind-up motor is in working order but musical movement requires
adjustment otherwise Fair to Good for display. (2)
£30 - £40
5033. Japanese novelty figures - battery operated examples include Charley Weaver with glass and whisky bottle and Good
Time Charley sat beside tinplate lamppost, with black suit, cigar, whisky bottle, 12"/31cm high - both are battery operated and
are untested but are generally Good for display. (2)
£40 - £50
5034. Nomura battery operated Swinging Monkey - circa 1960s, tinprinted tinplate base, golden mohair effect monkey,
unchecked for operation but generally Good for display, maximum 16"/41cm high.
£30 - £40
5035. Alps (Japan) or similar "Reading Bear" - scarce battery operated novelty item with black fur, plastic face, tinplate
hands, shoes, colourful story book with 7-pages of nursery rhymes - untested but generally Good for display, 92/23cm high.
£40 - £60
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5036. Alps "Mechanical Birdie - Baby Chasing Bird" - circa 1950s, novelty girl figure with rubber head, tinplate legs and
shoes, carrying lantern, bird is attached to her waist on a wire, clockwork operation produces whistling sound and walking effect
to the little girl - a Good scarce example, 10"/25cm high, in Fair card box with illustrated lid.
£50 - £70
5037. Alps "Fishing Bear" - tinplate, clockwork example with blue trousers, grey face, clockwork motor is in working order as
he move's both arms and lifts the fishing rod with attached magnet (small tinplate fish included) - Good Plus example in Good
illustrated box.
£40 - £50
5038. Marusan (Japan) "Smoking Bear" figure - lacks battery operated control box but does include his tinplate red shoes,
hands and pipe - some age related wear otherwise Good for display, 9"/23cm high.
£30 - £40
5039. Alps (Japan) or similar musical animals to include clockwork Panda - lacks drum, together with Alps battery operated
Monkey Conductor (eyeball lacks one bulb), also lacks drum; plus clockwork Conducting Bird - in working order with music
sheet - Good. (3)
£40 - £50
5040. Nomura miniature clockwork "Charley Weaver" lacks glass but does include cocktail shaker, clockwork reading bear
figure lacks his book. Also included is clockwork Clown with Drum Set and "King Scooter" clockwork figure - otherwise Good to
Good Plus. (4)
£40 - £50
5041. Avronel (Germany) "Mickey Mouse" Clock - scarce example circa 1960s, with copyright Walt Disney Productions.
Cream plastic case, face uses Mickey's hands, some wear to the diecast bells otherwise a Good scarce clockwork example in
working order when tested including alarm, 7"/18cm high.
£30 - £50
5042. Roman (Spain) clockwork, plastic "Vagabundo" novelty figure - plastic man with suitcase, no key but motor is in
working order, walks in circular motion and twirls his walking stick - Good Plus with Fair card box (lacks part of end flap),
7"/18cm long.
£20 - £30
5043. Chad Valley "Give A Slide Projector" - circa 1960s, features battery operated projector and comes with 12 x colour
slides including William Tell, The Daleks, Stingray, Thunderbirds, Popeye and others, unchecked for completeness but appears
Good in Fair illustrated box.
£20 - £30
5044. Modern Toys (Japan) "Hardworking Diesel Locomotive" - battery operated tinplate Train Set featuring locomotive and
delivery van with tinprinted figure of 8 baseplate - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good illustrated box, circa 1960s.
£30 - £50
5045. Modern Toys (Japan) battery operated Hardworking Diesel Locomotive - featuring blue diesel loco and orange van,
together with tinprinted figure of 8 circuit (different image to previous lot) - Excellent Plus to Near Mint, track is 18"/46cm long
and comes in Good illustrated box, circa 1960s.
£30 - £50
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5046. Gebruda Bing (Germany) "Fine Magic Lantern" early tinplate toy Slide Projector - black tinplate cabinet with brass lens,
various accessories including internal burner with glass top, various adjustable wicks, opening door, 6 x glass slides including
various nursery rhymes etc. Lantern overall is unchecked for completeness but appears Good for display complete with box
which has had some card reinforcement but is otherwise Fair with Good illustration to lid.
£40 - £60
5047. Bing or similar large tinplate Magic Lantern type Projector - blue cabinet with internal burner and glass top, brass lens,
opening door, includes 6 x glass children's slides, unchecked for completeness but appears Good in Fair card box with
illustrated label to lid.
£40 - £60
5048.

Clockwork Keys for tinplate and plastic toys - assorted sizes - Fair to Good, ideal for the collector. (30)
£30 - £40

5049. Arnold (Germany) 7900 large tinplate Bulldozer - impressive example circa 1960s, with mechanical remote control
operation and cable attached - orange, with 2 x rubber tracks, includes bulldozer blade, lacks one of steering lever in cab but
does include plastic figure driver. Note this is the Standard Model and does not come with crane jib accessory but does have
fold out illustrated instruction book - Excellent scarce example, 11"/28cm long, in Good Plus colourfully illustrated box.

£140 - £180
5050. Yonezawa (Japan) or similar Lincoln tinplate Police Highway Patrol Car - circa 1960, battery operated example is
black/white, untested but does have clean battery compartment to underside together with control switch, roof beacon is wired
for illumination, complete with plastic driver figure with gun and siren accessories to front wings - would benefit from more
detailed cleaning but otherwise a Good Plus example for display, 11.5"/29cm long.
£40 - £60
5051. Sutcliffe (UK) "Meteor" Speedboat - scarce early tinplate example with wooden engine cover, blue lower hull, cream
upper, clockwork motor is in working order with key, rudder and propeller, includes cork bung to engine cover, some light play
wear to lower edges otherwise generally Good for display.
£80 - £120
5052. British made David Brown Cropmaster Tractor - scarce large scale plastic model, circa 1950, made to approximately
1/16 scale, some age related bowing to plastic, lacks exhaust stack, has had repair to footplate otherwise Fair to Good scarce
example which has all its rubber tyres and unusually still retains its original box (lacks end flap) but is otherwise Fair, 8.5"/22cm
long.
£80 - £120
5053. Nomura (TN Toys, Japan) large tinplate Cadillac "Electricmobile" - scarce battery operated large scale from the 1950s,
14"/36cm long, finished in deep maroon with matching tinprinted interior and steering wheel, untested but with clean battery
compartment (under the front bench seat), fitted with steerable front wheels - some light age related wear otherwise a Good
Plus bright example which comes in reproduction card box.
£280 - £360
5054. Codeg (UK) "Knock-Out" mechanical boxing novelty toy - scarce tinplate, clockwork example featuring boxing ring with
"ropes", 2 x boxer figures with hinged arms. Motor is in working order and when wound the figures appear to box each other,
fitted with brake - Excellent overall and still retains a Good illustrated box with a price of 4s/11d!, no key but the motor is in
working order, ring is 3.5"/9cm square.
£80 - £120
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5055. Philip Niedermeier (PN Toys, Germany) tinplate Police Car resembling a Jaguar XK120 - friction drive, white/blue with
tinprinted detail, includes aerial - Good Plus, 8.5"/22cm long.
£30 - £40
5056. Triang Minic 1/20 scale electric Jaguar 2.5 Litre Saloon - scarce battery operated model is powder blue with tartan
tinplate interior, small crack above front wheel arch and rear body requires resecuring to baseplate otherwise Good.
£30 - £50
5057. Schuco (Germany) Telesteering 3000 tinplate Car - the gift set includes red tinplate, clockwork car with motor in
working order, together with 12 x wooden bollards, wooden bowl, key and steering wheel accessory with cable - car is generally
Excellent and comes in Fair card box with illustrated sleeve and instruction slip.
£60 - £80
5058. Telsalda (Hong Kong) Jaguar S Type 4-Door Saloon - 1960s plastic, friction drive large scale example finished in green
with grey interior, bright plated parts, opening rear boot, lacks roof rack but includes 3 pieces of luggage otherwise Excellent in
Fair box which has suffered some damp staining.
£30 - £40
5059. Telsalda (Hong Kong) Austin 1800 - scarce friction drive model finished in red, with opening doors, bonnet and boot,
grey interior, lacks roof rack and luggage otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 6"/15cm long, in Fair to Good illustrated box,
circa 1960s.
£40 - £60
5060. Telsalda (Hong Kong) Austin Princess with Speedboat on Trailer Presentation Set - scarce 1960s set featuring plastic
friction drive Austin Princess 4 Litre Van den Plas towing Speedboat on 2-wheeled Trailer - finished in dark blue, car has light
blue interior, boat has white hull (lacks its steering wheel) otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 14"/36cm long, in Good
illustrated box.
£70 - £100
5061. BMW Isetta bubble car style Pick-Up Truck with red plastic cab, black tinplate chassis and blue rear body, friction drive
in working order, probably of German manufacture, marked "CH" to underside, some wear inside rear body otherwise overall
Good example for display, 7"/18cm long.
£30 - £50
5062. 1960s Japanese battery operated dog novelties (1) Yonezawa "Cute Poodle" and (2) Alps "Sniffy Dog" - both have
clean battery compartments and are generally Excellent in Fair to Good illustrated boxes. (2)
£30 - £40
5063.

Triang, a group of keys for clockwork toys - in three different sizes - Good. (10)
£30 - £40

5064. Gama (Germany) 2991 Lorry Mounted Searchlight - large scale tinplate battery operated models circa 1960s finished
in military green, revolving searchlight with control knob, lacks plastic battery compartment cover but friction drive is in working
order, with detailed tinplate interior - Excellent in Fair illustrated box, 12"/30cm long.
£40 - £60
5065. Schuco (Germany) tinplate clockwork Duck with Drum, some fading to red felt jacket, with key and clockwork motor is
in working order producing a drumming action and faint quacking sound, 5.5"/14cm high.
£80 - £120
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5066. Rico (Spain) Passenger Autogiro tinplate clockwork Aircraft - motor requires attention but model does include rotor and
propeller, 9"/22cm long - Fair to Good.
£50 - £70
5067. Ichiko (Japan) or similar tinplate Oldsmobile - larger scale friction drive American car, 10.5"/27cm long, finished in red,
black roof, tinprinted interior detail, some, bright plated parts, some light age related wear otherwise a Good Plus to Excellent
bright example which still retains a Fair illustrated box (with some strengthening repairs to lid).
£30 - £50
5068. Rico (Spain) 23 "Seat 124" 4-Door Saloon - scarce large scale plastic remote control model finished in red with tartan
tinplate interior,control cable attached, lacks one passenger door handle otherwise Excellent, 10"/26cm long and comes in
Good illustrated box.
£30 - £40
5069. Ideal Toys (India) large tinplate clockwork Double Decker Bus - British style double decker bus with half cab, clockwork
motor driving the rear wheels (requires adjustment), advertisements include "Bose and Bose Plaster of Paris Bandage" to one
side and "Ideal Toys" to the other, on Route 25, "Specially Made for Art Museum" label to rear, some age related wear
otherwise a Fair to Good example which still displays well.
£160 - £220
5070. Triang Minic, Penguin and others toys (1) Penguin "Tug Boat Ann" - black plastic hull, cream deck with brown
superstructure, funnel is loose and lacks some deck fittings but motor is in working order with key, rudder and propeller; (2)
Triang Traffic Control Car - lacks roof mounted speaker but includes key; (3) Steam Roller - green (box lacks end flap), no key
but in working order - otherwise Fair to Good including illustrated boxes plus German tinplate, clockwork 6-wheeled Armoured
Car which lacks a wheel otherwise Fair. (4)
£60 - £80
5071. Mamod (UK) TE1A Traction Engine - early example with green boiler includes meths burner, steering control
knob - has had some use and would benefit from further cleaning otherwise generally Good and includes Good illustrated box.
£60 - £80
5072. Mamod (UK) SW1 Steam Wagon - live steam model lorry, pressed steel construction, light green with red chassis and
wheels, includes steering control knob, some wear inside rear body but does include removable meths burner and is otherwise
Good in Fair illustrated box and comes with a couple of Mamod and Wilesco catalogues together with Mamod "With
Compliments" slip.
£70 - £90
5073. Mamod (UK) LW1 Lumber Wagon Trailer - green/red, lacks tow bar, with polystyrene log - otherwise Good Plus
including illustrated box.
£30 - £40
5074. Mamod (UK) SA1 Steam Roadster - large scale tinplate live steam model car - white, red chassis and wheels, early
model, with meths burner and steering control knob - Good Plus for display in Fair illustrated box, 16"/40cm.
£80 - £100
5075. Schuco (Germany) Elektro Radiant 5600 - large scale battery operated tinplate Passenger Aircraft in "BOAC"
cream/blue/silver livery - untested but does have all four propellers, crew of two in clear plastic cockpit, 19"/48cm
wingspan - Good for display in Fair (torn lid) card box.
£180 - £220
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5076. Schuco (Germany) Radiant 5600 tinplate Aircraft - scarce battery operated example finished in "Swiss Air"
grey/yellow/white livery, some peeling of paintwork to upper fuselage and lacks one undercarriage wheel, does have all four
propellers, with crew of two in clear plastic cockpit, untested but otherwise Good for display, 19"/41cm wingspan.
£100 - £150
5077. Jouet Mont Blanc (France) tinplate Caravelle Passenger Aircraft - tinplate, friction drive in working order, plus clean
battery compartment to underside, lacks some decals to tail plane otherwise Good, 18"/46cm wingspan.
£60 - £80
5078. Tinplate vintage Van and Roadway System (1) Eastern European Technofix style clockwork Roadway featuring
tinprinted back scene, with roadway including rack and clockwork tram car, no key but model is in working order and traverses
the roadway (roadway may need some adjustment), 46"/117 cm long - Excellent for display; (2) JB Models (UK) pressed steel
Carette style vintage Delivery Van - dark blue, spare wheel has been tied on but have steerable front wheels and would benefit
from further cleaning - otherwise Good Plus to Excellent. (2)
£30 - £40
5079. Meccano Constructor Car No.2 - scarce pre-war smaller scale example, constructed from pressed steel, bolted
together, no key but the substantial clockwork motor is in working order with brake acting on back wheels, lacks one securing
nut to back wheel hub but does include headlamps, tyres and steerable wheels, some light age related wear particularly to
wings but otherwise a Good Plus to Excellent example.
£180 - £260
5080. Scratchbuilt pre-war Austin 7 model car - professionally constructed with wooden body, opening doors each with
locking cap, folded cloth hood, removable engine cover to reveal dummy engine, tinplate wings and running boards, windscreen
is cracked but model does include spare wheel to rear. This model car was built by an ex-apprentice of the Great Western
Railway Works at Swindon and has been built to a Good standard overall, 10"/26cm long.
£40 - £60
5081. Model Tug Boat "Lady Sharon" with Barge in Tow - to approximately 1/24 scale, barge superstructure is removable to
reveal electric motor driving rear propeller, may have been previously used for radio control but is untested and unchecked for
completeness, still a Good example for display, with barge measures 20"/50cm long.
£40 - £60
5082. Lines Bros (Triang, UK) pre-war "Gyro Cycle" - early tinplate novelty bicycle with balloon wheels, includes celluloid
green plastic rider figure, untested and some age related wear to rider's rubber hands otherwise a Good Plus example for
display in Good card box with illustrated label to lid, Shell lubricating oil bottle and inner packaging piece together with original
instruction slip.
£60 - £80
5083. Triang Minic a pair of vintage Austin Taxis - circa 1950s, each model is blue, no keys but motors are in working order,
lack their headlamp assemblies but are fitted with steerable front wheels - Fair to Good. (2)
£50 - £70
5084. Mamod SR1 Steam Roller - scarce live steam model in early light green, comes with rear bunker and meths burner,
complete with 2-piece steering control rod, has had some use and would benefit from detailed cleaning otherwise generally Fair
to Good and still has a Fair illustrated box.
£40 - £50
5085. KS Toys (Japan) large tinplate Studebaker Dump Truck - scarce example from around 1954 with a white cab with red
roof, orange tipping body with blue chassis, bright plated parts including wheel hubs, steerable front axle with friction drive in
working order to rear wheels, 12.5"/32cm long - Excellent.
£50 - £70
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5086. KNK (Japan) large scale pressed steel model of a Military Jeep - designed to be radio controlled, of substantial
construction, fitted with a Chikyudo or similar petrol engine, water cooled engine with fan, battery-operated lighting, fold down
windscreen, opening bonnet with spring-loaded catches, together with a canvas tilt, lacks rear spare wheel, and is unchecked
for either operation or completeness but is otherwise a Good Plus to Excellent very rare example for display which even retains
a Good cardboard box with illustrated lid and a number of illustrated instruction leaflets (text in Japanese), 21"/53cm long.

£500 - £700
5087. Jouets Mont Blanc (France) large scale "Renault Estafette" Pick-up Truck - of mainly heavy diecast construction,
metallic green with grey cab interior, includes fabric tilt to rear, opening doors, steerable front wheels, bright plated parts,
battery operated with mechanical remote control unit attached, untested and lacks front windscreen wipers, but includes the
original key and operating handle for the jib. There are some age related marks to the fabric tilt otherwise overall an Excellent
scarce example, 11"/28cm long.
£80 - £120
5088. Marusan (Japan) large "Crane Truck" - a scarce impressive tinplate model dating from 1956 with red cab, blue chassis
and rear body, the 6-wheeled truck has friction drive to rear wheels, Mechanical operation to the crane jib and Priestman style
grab, steerable front axle, tinprinted detail to cab interior - Excellent Plus in a Good card box with colourfully illustrated lid and
some inner packaging, approx 16"/40cm long overall.
£80 - £120
5089. Yonezawa 1960 GMC Bonneted Dump Truck - scarce large scale tinplate friction drive example tipper with red cab,
black chassis, yellow wheel hubs, rubber tyres and peach coloured spring-loaded tipping body - Excellent Plus to Near Mint,
15"/38cm long.
£60 - £80
5090. Nomura (TN Toys of Japan) GMC tinplate Livestock Truck circa 1962 - red, with tinprinted detail, black stake body,
friction drive to rear wheels (the axles are removable for box storage) - Excellent Plus and comes in a Fair card box with a piece
missing from one corner of the lid, 10"/26cm long.
£60 - £80
5091. Vebe (France) 1940's pressed steel bonneted Tipper Truck - mid blue, with tipping rear body and tailgate, includes
interior driver figure, steerable front wheels, wired for electric headlamps, some surface corrosion around the battery holder on
the underside, no key but the motor is in working order - otherwise bodily Good Plus to Excellent and comes in a Fair illustrated
box.
£140 - £220
5092. Joustra (France) 466 "Auto Service" Wrecker Truck - tinplate 6-wheeled clockwork example is orange with silver jib,
bright plated wheel hubs, driver figure to cab, would benefit from more detailed cleaning but otherwise an Excellent Plus bright
example, 11"/28cm long and comes in a Good illustrated box (some sellotape repairs).
£80 - £120
5093. Mettoy tinplate clockwork Austin FX4 London Taxi - recent limited edition production - black, with tinprinted interior
detail and steerable front wheels - Near Mint to Mint in a Excellent illustrated box with key, certificate and inner packaging.
£30 - £50
5094. Wells (UK) large tinplate clockwork Touring Coach - circa 1940s, finished in cream with red trim, detailed tinprinting,
balloon wheels, clockwork motor in working order with integral key, 7.5"/19cm long, condition Good.
£80 - £100
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5095. Wells Brimtoy large tinplate clockwork Double Decker Bus - red, with tinprinted passenger detail, some wear to balloon
wheels, clockwork motor is in working order with integral key - Good, 9"/22cm long.
£60 - £80
5096. Betal tinplate Trolleybus circa 1948 - scarce British made example finished in red, with detailed tinprinting including
passenger detail, balloon wheels, conductor figure to rear platform, includes both rotating trolley poles to roof, in working order
with integral key, light age related wear but otherwise generally Good Plus to Excellent for display, 8"/20cm long.
£60 - £80
5097. Wells "National Service" pre-war Double Decker Bus - red/grey, balloon wheels, clockwork motor in working order with
integral key, includes conductor to rear platform, some age related wear otherwise generally Good, 7"/18cm long.
£60 - £80
5098. Tipp & Co (Tippco of Germany) large tinplate clockwork Fire Engine - red, with detailed tinprinting, includes 5 x seated
fireman figures, wired for electric headlamps, elevating and rotating 2-sectional turntable ladder, some general playwear but
overall a Good Plus example for display, circa 1932, 9"/48cm long in total.
£200 - £300
5099. Wells (UK) large tinplate Tipper Truck - circa 1948 - green/cream, with balloon wheels, fitted with bare metal
replacement radiator grille to front, includes working clockwork motor with integral key, some retouching but does include the
tipping lever to one side otherwise Good to Good Plus for display, 10"/26cm long.
£40 - £50
5100. JNF (Germany) large tinplate Racing Car circa 1930s named "Avus" after the 1932 Grand Prix at the famous Berlin
Circuit which included Sir Malcolm Campbell. The car is finished in orange/blue with white trim, detailed tinprinting, includes
driver figure, racing number 5, clockwork motor is in working order with integral key, tinprinted balloon wheels, some light age
related wear but overall Good to Good Plus for display, 15"/38cm long.
£160 - £220
5101. Gunthermann (Germany) "Bluebird" tinplate clockwork Record Car - impressive model, 21"/53cm long, finished in blue
with yellow trim, balloon wheels, no key but clockwork motor is in working order with brake, the driver figure is detached but
present and is included in separate bag, some age related wear but overall generally Good for display.
£500 - £700
5102. Mettoy (UK) large tinplate clockwork "Giant" Racing Car - circa 1950 - red, with white plastic driver figure, tinprinted
detail, balloon wheels, steerable front wheels, clockwork motor is in working order and comes with key but mechanism is
slipping and may need adjustment, some age related wear but overall a Good scarce example, 16"/39cm long.
£140 - £180
5103. Wells (UK) tinplate clockwork Land Speed Record Car circa 1948 - scarce example is finished in silver with
orange/blue trim, clockwork motor with integral key in working order, includes driver figure, some light age related wear but
overall a Good Plus scarce example, 11.5"/29cm long.
£100 - £150
5104. Mettoy large scale tinplate Rolls Royce - circa 1948, clockwork example finished in blue/cream, some age related wear
to paintwork on roof and bonnet, with repair to radiator grille, still includes uniformed chauffeur, clockwork motor with key in
working order driving rear wheels - otherwise Good for display, 14"/36cm long.
£80 - £120
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5105. Wells (UK) tinplate clockwork "Royal Mail" Van - circa 1930s, finished in red with "GR" insignia to sides in yellow,
balloon wheels, clockwork motor in working order with integral key, some age related wear but overall a Good example for
display, 7"/18cm long.
£60 - £70
5106. Wells (UK) tinplate clockwork Ambulance - cream, with tinprinted detail, clockwork operation in working order with
permanent key, some age related wear but generally Good scarce example for display, 7"/18cm long.
£100 - £150
5107. Wells (UK) tinplate clockwork Police Van - scarce pre-war example finished in dark blue, spring has unravelled but
motor is still in working order driving the rear wheels, model finished with bare metal radiator grille, some age related wear but
otherwise Good to Good Plus for display, 7"/18cm long.
£120 - £160
5108. German made tinplate clockwork Dockside Crane - circa 1960, maroon base with tinprinted detail, tinplate jib with
corrugated cabin, includes bucket and key, clockwork motor in working order with rotation and winding controls - Good Plus to
Excellent, 20"/50cm high and comes in Fair card box with illustrated label to lid.
£40 - £50
5109. Large German made tinplate clockwork Dockside Crane - red/yellow base, metallic blue cabin and jib, includes bucket,
clockwork motor in working order with key, control lever for rotation and hoisting operations - Good Plus, 18"/46cm high - in
Poor to Fair card box with label to lid (marked "NBN").
£30 - £50
5110. NBN Toys (Germany) pair of tinplate clockwork Dockside Cranes for restoration/repair - two variations (1) mounted on
bridge section (cab requires re-attachment); (2) freewheeling item on rubber wheels, some impact damage to top of cabin - both
are clockwork with operating lever and are untested, includes one key - Fair basis for restoration plus Poor to Fair illustrated
box marked "303". (2)
£30 - £50
5111. Horikawa (Japan) tinplate "Attacking Martian" - scarce example from the 1960s, finished in gold with opening chest,
lacks chest detail to inner compartment and some age related wear but still a Fair basis for restoration, 11"/28cm high.
£30 - £50
5112. A group of plastic Robots - battery operated examples include Super Astronaut - grey; Dynamic Warrior - dark blue and
Top Robot - in plated finish - all are untested but appear Good Plus to Excellent in Fair to Good illustrated boxes, average
height being 11"/29cm. (3)
£50 - £70
5113. Hong Kong plastic "Space Rocket" - powder blue with red nose cone and booster, friction drive with winding handle
(gears not engaging), with "floating" astronaut figure and pitot tube, 7.5"/19cm long - Excellent in Good illustrated box.
£30 - £50
5114. Horikawa (SH Toys, Japan) "New Space Capsule" - tinplate and plastic battery operated space toy from the 1960s,
untested with clean battery compartment and mystery action to underside, doors open to reveal astronaut in pilots cockpit,
9.5"/24cm - Excellent Plus and comes in Good illustrated box.
£50 - £70
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5115. Nomura (TN Toys, Japan) "Apollo Z" United States tinplate/plastic spacecraft - battery operated with mystery action to
underside, untested but with clean battery compartment, 12.5"/32cm long - Excellent in Fair (torn) illustrated box made for the
Japanese market and is complete with inner packaging piece.
£70 - £90
5116. Nomura (TN Toys, Japan) "Apollo X Moon Challenger" battery operated plastic rocket - untested, tinprinted head,
"United States" to sides, 17"/42cm long - Excellent in Fair to Good illustrated box.
£50 - £60
5117. Yonezawa "Delta 55 Lunar Explorer" - white/blue plastic battery operated model on stilts with 4 x wheels, untested
vehicle from "21 Century Space Series", (2 x loose gear wheels in bag within box), with 2 x missiles but does lack roof mounted
antenna otherwise Good, 10"/25cm high and comes with Fair to Good illustrated box.
£30 - £40
5118. Nomura (TN Toys, Japan) "Solar X" tinplate battery operated space vehicle - tinprinted detail with plastic folding wings,
untested and red plastic nose cone is loose and requires more permanent attachment and tinplate securing tabs to left hand
side require fixing otherwise a Fair to Good basis for restoration, 16"/40cm long.
£30 - £40
5119. Italian made Reel 45 "Parsec A Lab" - unusual battery operated model with radio control unit, untested but appears
Excellent for display, 17"/44cm long - in Fair to Good illustrated box.
£30 - £50
5120. Reel (Italy) "Leopard II" Space Tank tinplate space vehicle - battery operated model with tinplate top and plastic lower,
includes black caterpillar tracks, untested but control unit cable is attached - Good Plus for display, 18"/35cm long - in Good
illustrated box.
£30 - £50
5121. Congost (Spain) 1101 "LEM 200" Space Encounter - unusual toy showing space vehicle in orbit, includes a number of
accessories but is unchecked for completeness, appears Good for display, 32"/82cm high and comes in Fair to Good card box
with pictorial insert.
£30 - £50
5122. Modern Toys (Japan) large tinplate "Apollo" Space Capsule - with clean battery compartment, untested, baseplate
requires re-attaching but does include detailed tinprinted cockpit and astronaut pilot figure - otherwise Fair to Good basis for
some restoration, fitted with mystery action, 11"/28cm long.
£50 - £70
5123. Kusan (USA) "S.A.C." Hat - scarce battery operated "Signal-Audio-Communications" toy featuring blue plastic helmet
mounted speaker with separate control box, finished in blue/cream, unchecked for completeness but a very rare toy, helmet
assembly is 14.5"/27 high - Good for display and comes in Fair illustrated box (lacks end flaps at one end).
£60 - £80
5124. A group of miniature Robots and loose Figure - boxed robots include Masudaya Antique Robot, clockwork Walking
Robot and Robot-7 together with Imco Super Silver Walking Robot - bright plated, glued on to blister pack backing
card - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. Also included PRB (Italy) coloured plastic Robot with
Missiles (one is broken) otherwise Fair including blister pack. Unboxed items include Bandai Megazord Power Rangers Robot,
8.5"/22cm high together with 2 x battery operated Hi Power Walkie Talkie Robots - Good Plus to Excellent. (8)

£40 - £50
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5125. Ginpel (Italy) "Goldrake" Atomic Orbetor-X plastic battery operated Pistol - blue, lacks end cap to battery compartment
otherwise Good, 9.5"/24cm long, complete with belt and holster together with instruction slip (in Italian) - all contained in Fair
window box.
£40 - £50
5126. Ginpel (Italy) "Mazinga" plastic Pistol - scarce battery operated example finished in white with gold trim, 12"/30cm long,
complete with gold/burgundy holster - Good Plus to Excellent in Fair window box.
£50 - £70
5127. Toei Animation (Ginga, Italy) group of plastic figures from the "Atlantic" series (1) Regina Raflesia - group of green
plastic 45mm/2" figures still on their sprue; (2) Captain Harlock 18cm/7" rubber figure and (3) Goldorak Vega (The Enemies of
Goldorak) 22-piece plastic figure set, still on their sprue, figures approximately 40mm high - the Captain Harlock figure is Good,
the remaining plastic figures are Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good illustrated boxes. (qty)
£30 - £50
5128. Mattel 10"/26cm "Big Jim" Action Figure with karate chop mechanical right arm, circa 1971. Also includes Mattel "Big
Jim" Action Set with Indian Chief style costume plus Mattel Captain Power 4"/19cm Soldier of the Future - unboxed figure is
Good Plus, other items are generally Excellent in Fair to Good packaging. (3)
£40 - £50
5129. A group of ex-shop stock Sky-Fi Toys to include 12 x Hong Kong plastic "Lite Pistol" - plastic toy with battery included
(UK shipping only) plus 2 x "Potato Gun" together with Dinky Builda "Space-War Station" - printed card play scene for
assembly - Good Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus assorted packaging. (15)
£30 - £50
5130. Robotron RT-2 (New Bright, Hong Kong) large battery operated Robot - black, gold coloured trim, includes pistol
accessory, untested but appears Excellent, 14"/36cm high - in Fair to Good window box plus 2 x space toys for restoration to
include Eastern European tinplate clockwork space toy - lacks one wheel but motor is in working order, with pilot figure in clear
plastic cockpit and "Star Command" battery operated wireless radio controlled robot, white, left arm detached but present,
unchecked for completeness and operation but otherwise a Fair basis for some restoration including packaging. (3)

£20 - £30
5131. Nomura (TN Toys, Japan) 1000 Machine Gun - tinplate battery operated toy machine gun, untested but appears
Excellent with only minor storage wear, in Good card box with colourful illustrated lid, 21"/53cm long.
£40 - £60
5132. 2 x plastic toy "Secret Agent" Guns made in Taiwan (1) Repeating Cap Pistol with metal mechanism and (2) "Secret 2
Guns in 1" fires darts and caps, with "Secret Agents 901" to barrel, includes 2 x darts with rubber suckers, 11.5"/29cm
long - Excellent for display, both still have original plastic bags with header cards. (2)
£20 - £30
5133. Kenner (USA) "Bubbl-matic" aluminium Pistol and other toy guns - also included Cragstan (Japan) Space Gun and
other tinplate and plastic toys including water pistols - Fair to Good. (8)
£30 - £50
5134. Dan Dare, Captain Scarlet and other metal and plastic Toy Guns - Dan Dare Cragsman items comprise Crescent cast
metal Space Gun, 2 x Planet Guns and Space Pilot Gun; plus pressed steel and plastic space guns together with Captain
Scarlet Lone Star Gun with cap firing mechanism - Fair to Good for display. (7)
£30 - £40
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5135. Crescent, a pair of Dan Dare cast metal figures to include Dan Dare figure in full green uniform, come casting flaws to
upper body but still a Good scarce item, 56mm high; and Digby figure in green uniform - Good Plus to Excellent. Plus 2 x plastic
3"/75mm Astronaut figures - Good. (4)
£30 - £50
5136. Merit (UK) Dan Dare Planet Gun Presentation Set - comprising spring-loaded Planet Gun with 3 x rotary missiles,
black/red gun in working order, one missile lacks centre otherwise Good for display in Good colourfully illustrated box with inner
card packing piece.
£30 - £50
5137. Palitoy (UK) "Dan Dare Cosmic Ray Gun" - yellow plastic toy gun with red fittings, bright plated front reflector, untested
but appears Excellent for display in Good Plus illustrated box "by permission of The Eagle Comic" and does include the printed
backing card with instruction diagram (has had some discreet sellotape repairs).
£140 - £180
5138. Merit (UK) Dan Dare "Space Projector with Dan Dare film" - plastic pistol shaped projector, untested but does include
box of space film strip - Excellent for display, 7"/18cm long - in Fair colourfully illustrated box with individual film strip box and
yellow inner card packing piece.
£140 - £180
5139. Lone Star "Dan Dare Cap Firing Space Gun" - dark pink, some light wear to high spots but mechanism appears in
working order - Good Plus, 8"/19cm long - in Good illustrated box with reproduction inner packing piece.
£40 - £50
5140. Merit (UK) "Space Patrol Walkie Talkie" - scarce example with 2 x blue and grey transmitter receivers, made to work on
taut cable principle, set is unchecked for completeness and would benefit from more detailed cleaning, one transmitter receiver
has repair to antenna otherwise Good to Good Plus scarce set in Good illustrated card box with inner pictorial insert. The first
such set Vectis have had.
£60 - £80
5141. Glevum Games "Space Shooting Game" includes pictorial backing card with spring-loaded wire gun, unchecked for
completeness but contents appear Good Plus to Excellent in Good illustrated box.
£100 - £150
5142. Crescent Slikka Toys (UK) "Genuine Dan Dare Atomic Jet Gun" - scarce plastic, faint crack to one side of gun barrel,
lacks rubber bung to rear otherwise a Good very scarce example, originally produced as a water pistol, in Good illustrated box.
£140 - £180
5143. Merit (UK) "Dan Dare Rocket Gun" - large black plastic toy gun, 10"/25cm long, with 2 x plastic darts each with rubber
bung, spring-loaded gun mechanism is in working order, some minor age related marks and would benefit from further cleaning
otherwise Good Plus to Excellent in Good illustrated box with minor repairs to inner packing card.
£100 - £150
5144. Mettoy (UK) "Dan Dare Ray Gun" - scarce large scale tinplate toy gun resembling the shape of a machine gun,
21"/53cm long, sparking mechanism appears disconnected but winding handle is still in place and is otherwise Good Plus for
display, still retains Fair to Good illustrated card sleeve (some glue repairs to box). This toy is a rare item and believed to have
quickly sold out when first introduced in the early 1950s.
£300 - £400
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5145. Merit (UK) "Dan Dare Planet Gun" - 1950s presentation set featuring spring-loaded Planet Gun with 3 x rotary missiles,
gun has spring-loaded firing action and is in working order - gun is Excellent, missiles are generally Fair to Excellent, colourfully
illustrated box is Fair to Good (tear to one corner of lid) includes yellow card insert and "Manufacturers Caution Slip".
£30 - £50
5146. Mamod (UK) TE1A Live Steam Traction Engine - circa 1970s and owned by the same vendor from new, light green
boiler with dark red spoked wheels, removable rear bunker assembly to reveal meths burner; also includes plastic funnels and
steering control knob accessory - some light damage to front of canopy but appears to have had light to moderate use and
would benefit from further cleaning otherwise Good Plus in Fair to Good card box.
£40 - £60
5147. Mamod Steam Engine and Wells Brimtoy Trains to include Mamod or similar Stationary Live Steam Engine with single
cylinder, includes meths type burner with double wick; tinplate trains include Brimtoy Station together with British made
miniature Coach and D5001 4-wheeled Electric Diesel Locomotive - Fair to Good. (qty)
£30 - £50
5148. Chad Valley wooden clockwork Tipper Lorry - unusual nursery toy from this manufacturer, circa 1950's with yellow
wooden cab and chassis and blue tipping body, blue hard plastic wheels, fitted with clockwork motor and separate "Chad
Valley" key, and fitted with "By Appointment to Her Majesty The Queen" label to the rear - Good Plus, 9"/22cm long.
£20 - £30
5149. Bremner Products Company (London) heavy pressed steel Mobile Crane - unusual model fitted with strong gyro motor,
lacks winding handle to the motor but does include the winding drum with spring-loaded brake, hook and string, unchecked for
completeness but otherwise a Good scarce 1950's toy for display, 13"/33cm long.
£20 - £30
5150. Minimodels a pair of clockwork Austin Devon Saloon Cars - each car is made from aluminium and finished in different
shades of grey, one lacks wheels and is suitable for spares or repair, the other with motor in working order and brake - Good
Plus. (2)
£20 - £30
5151. Childs & Smith (UK) "Forbidden Planet" electric remote controlled Spaceship - very scarce aluminium battery operated
model from "Nulli Secundus" brand, with stand, control box, electric motor with propeller, spacecraft, various control arms,
sections for extension, weights etc, requires some restoration but nevertheless a scarce educational toy from the
1950s - overall Fair to Good in Fair card box with some inner packaging and illustrated label to lid inscribed "This picture is
inspired by MGM's Forbidden Planet Movie starring Walter Pidgeon".
£40 - £50
5152. Gearbox Toys (USA) 1930s Coca Cola Bottling Truck - scarce large scale pressed steel truck of recent limited edition
production, red cab and chassis, rubber tyres, yellow body, load of 10x Coca Cola bottles, 11"/28cm long - Mint ex-shop stock
example.
£30 - £50
5153. Gearbox (USA) 1930s Heinz Delivery Truck - large scale 11"/28cm pressed steel truck, white with green hubs, rubber
tyres, would benefit from further cleaning otherwise Near Mint to Mint ex-shop stock example in Good open window box.
£30 - £40
5154. Schuco (Germany) 00021 tinplate BMW 327 Coupe - large 1/18 scale clockwork example - black/blue, includes key
and tools, motor in working order - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good Plus window box.
£40 - £50
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5155. Bandai (Japan) large tinplate Cadillac 4-Door Sedan - similar to '59 model - black, with detailed tinprinted interior, some
nicks and scratches particularly to roof and would benefit from further polishing otherwise a Good Plus friction drive example,
11/5"/29cm long.
£60 - £80
5156. Bandai (Japan) tinplate Cadillac 59 - scarce friction drive example is red, with green tinprinted interior and dashboard,
includes clear plastic windscreen, black bright plated parts - Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 11.5"/28cm long.
£70 - £90
5157. Bandai (Japan) Rambler tinplate Estate Car/Station Wagon - scarce friction drive example, metallic blue upper body,
cream upper body, detailed tinprinted interior and hub caps, friction drive needs adjustment and there is some light wear to
edges particularly above windscreen but does include roof rack - Good, 11"/28cm long.
£60 - £80
5158. Bandai (Japan) Rolls Royce Silver Cloud - large scale friction drive tinplate example finished in greyish blue, white roof,
tinprinted interior and dashboard, hub caps, some light wear particularly to lower edges, lacks mascot otherwise Good Plus,
12"/30cm long.
£50 - £70
5159. Tinplate Jaguar XK120 - scarce friction drive example which is unmarked but is probably Japanese - cream, red roof,
luggage rack to rear boot, some small nicks and scratches and would benefit from further polishing otherwise Good to Good
Plus, 9.5"/24cm long.
£60 - £70
5160. Bandai (Japan) tinplate MGTF Sports Car - scarce friction drive example finished in red, tan interior seating, dashboard
detail, some wear to bright plated parts and manufacturers re-touching to bonnet but does include folding windscreen, rear
spare wheel otherwise Good Plus, 8.5"/21cm long.
£60 - £70
5161. Japanese tinplate MGT Series friction drive Sports Car - powder blue with red interior, tinprinted detail to dashboard,
includes spare wheel, touch-in to top of bonnet otherwise Good Plus to Excellent, 6.5"/17cm long.
£40 - £50
5162. Japanese tinplate MGT Series - scarce friction drive example finished in cream, red interior, includes rear spare wheel,
tinprinted dashboard, friction drive, registration number "S-333" to rear, includes folding windscreen, would benefit from further
polishing, some re-touching to wing edges otherwise Good Plus.
£30 - £50
5163. Triang Minic Fire Engine and LCC Ambulance - Fire Engine lacks ladder and Ambulance would benefit from further
polishing but does include opening rear doors and wooden interior, no keys but motors are in working order otherwise Fair to
Good. (2)
£30 - £40
5164. Paya (Spain) 2698 Packard Open Topped tinplate Car - large scale, 13.5"/35cm model, 1980s limited edition
production is finished in red/white, grey interior, friction drive, rubber tyres - Near Mint to Mint, with certificate - in Excellent card
box.
£40 - £50
5165. Paya (Spain) large tinplate Packard Hardtop Coupe - two-tone orange/yellow, impressive friction drive example, 1980s
limited edition production, 13.5"/35cm long - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent illustrated box.
£40 - £50
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5166. Paya (Spain) tinplate clockwork Limousine - green/red, tinprinted detail, includes chauffeur figure, clockwork motor in
working order with integral key - Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 10"/25cm long - in Excellent card box with certificate.
£20 - £30
5167. Taihei Mookkoco Ltd (Japan) large wooden "Union Pacific Bus Company" Touring Coach - cream/green/orange base,
blue wheels, features opening doors including driver, circa 1960s/1970s - Good Plus to Excellent.
£30 - £40
5168. Ichiko or similar 1960s Japanese tinplate Mercedes 220S 4-Door Saloon - scarce example finished in black with
tinprinted interior detail, bright plated parts including hub caps, lacks from numberplate and some wear to roof and edges but
this unusual model is fitted with mechanical jacking system which does need attention, mechanical control gear is in the boot
and comes with 3-sided spanner and spare wheel, opening boot lid - Fair to Good heavy example, 30cm/12" long.

£100 - £150
5169. Large Japanese tinplate Vintage Commercial Vehicles - unmarked but possibly Triple S or similar to include 13"/33cm
Autobus with rear entrance together with matching Open Truck - dark blue, silver back, some age related wear but overall Good
to Good Plus, circa 1960s. (2)
£30 - £50
5170. Marusan Toys (Japan) "HIT Friction Car" - large scale approximately 1/18 scale tinplate friction drive model of a 1952
Ford 2-Door Sedan - grey, detailed tinprinted interior, bright plated parts, registration number to rear reads "2203" - Near Mint,
10"/26cm long - in Good illustrated box stamped "Gray".
£260 - £320
5171. Marusan Toys (Japan) tinplate 1952 Ford 2-Door Sedan - maroon, detailed tinprinted interior, bright plated parts, some
light wear to baseplate and minor rippling to roof, would benefit from further polishing otherwise Excellent, 10"/26cm long.
£100 - £150
5172. KO Toys (Japan) 1960s tinplate Robot Dog - scarce tinplate clockwork example, in working order with permanent key,
waddles from side to side, mouth opens, ears flap, eyes revolve - Excellent, 7"/18cm long.
£30 - £50
5173. Masudaya (Modern Toys, Japan) tinplate friction drive Space Rocket - scarce 1950s example marked "X-2", one loose
rear wing but otherwise a Good scarce example, 7.5"/19cm long.
£30 - £40
5174. "Cowboy Bill's Wild Car" - scarce 1960s tinplate Japanese made novelty car, clockwork operation with permanent key,
motor in working order, bouncing action to front and rear, articulated engine compartment, Bill's hat is hinged - Excellent scarce
example, 7"/17cm long.
£60 - £80
5175. German, Japanese and other tinplate clockwork Novelty Figures to include German Walking Monkey marked "Made in
US Zone", Acrobatic Clown who walks on his hands, Monkey on Tri-cycle with Ringing Bell, Duck on Tri-cycle with quacking
sound and Paya or similar tinplate Steam Boat, all are in working order, none have individual keys but some are integral - Good
to Excellent. (5)
£50 - £60
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5176. Large wooden Pond Yacht - impressive model measuring 51"/76cm long, white painted hull with simulated planking to
varnished wooden deck, twin wooden masts, may previously have been fitted with radio control to rudder, some metal and
plastic deck fittings, some overpainting otherwise a Good large scale example, with metal weight to keel.
£50 - £60
5177. Topper Toys (Triang UK) "Johnny Express" Tractor Trailer - very large scale plastic model truck with red tractor unit
and yellow trailer, with battery operated remote control unit and various accessories still in plastic bags, unchecked for
completeness but contents appear Excellent in Fair illustrated card box, with instruction sheet and leaflet showing the
contemporary Johnny Express range, truck is approximately 33"/84cm long.
£60 - £80
5178. Topper Toys (Triang UK) "Johnny Express", pair of Articulated Trailers - each trailer is yellow, with load of 6 x plastic
pipes - unchecked otherwise Good Plus, unboxed but does have tractor trailer instruction slip. (qty)
£30 - £40
5179. Topper Toys (Triang UK) "Johnny Express" Reefer Van comprising large yellow van/container body for the truck trailer,
with reefer van instruction slip and sliding door to side - Excellent, 24"/61cm long - in Good illustrated box.
£30 - £40
5180. Topper Toys (Triang UK) "Johnny Express" Troop Carrier Truck Trailer Accessory - military green with folded hood,
with gun accessory and missiles, unchecked for completeness but appears Excellent in Good Plus illustrated card box with
reproduction instruction slip, 24"/61cm long - scarce item.
£40 - £50
5181. Topper Toys (Triang UK) "Johnny Express" Accessory Packs to include Crane Truck mounted accessory; Tyre Kit with
spare wheel and Cargo Accessories including packing cases etc - unchecked for completeness but contents appear Excellent
in Good illustrated boxes, lot also includes fold out catalogue showing the contemporary range and crane and tyre kit both
come with instruction slips. (3)
£40 - £50
5182. Topper Toys (Triang UK) "Johnny Express" Bridge Accessory - kit of yellow plastic parts to create a temporary bridge,
unchecked for completeness but contents appear Excellent in Good illustrated box with photocopied instruction sheet. Scarce
item.
£40 - £50
5183. Topper Toys (Triang UK) "Johnny Express" Dump Body Accessory - yellow plastic tipper body, with separate screw
assembly and opening tailboard - Excellent, 23"/59cm long - in Good illustrated box with instruction sheet.
£30 - £40
5184. Topper Toys (Triang UK) "Johnny Express" boxed Accessories to include cargo items including barrels, crates and
pallets together with instruction leaflet and tyre kit with spare wheel accessories plus instruction sheet - unchecked for
completeness but appear Excellent in Good illustrated boxes. Also includes Vendor's folder containing photocopies of many of
the Johnny Express products. (3)
£30 - £40
5185. Topper Toys (Triang UK) "Johnny Express" Fork-Lift Truck Accessory - red, with screw operated forks, 9"/22cm
long - Excellent Plus in Good Plus illustrated box with remains of instruction sheet and Excellent colour catalogue detailing the
contemporary range.
£30 - £40
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5186. Topper Toys (Triang UK) "Johnny Express" Conveyor Accessory - red plastic model with rubber conveyor belt
(operation a little stiff owing to age) however Excellent Plus for display, 19"/43cm long - in Fair to Good illustrated box with
instruction sheet, colour catalogue and inspection slip. Scarce item.
£30 - £50
5187. Triang 1950s pressed steel Pedal Car - has been refurbished to resemble a Ford, still has pedals, cranks and running
gear together with plastic steering wheel, fitted with front and rear bumpers, lights, mirror etc. - Fair basis for further restoration
or display as is, 36"/91cm long.
£60 - £70
5188. Mobo (UK) pressed steel Pedal Car circa 1960 - has received some superdetailing and embellishments including rear
fins, lamps, windscreen, bumpers etc. Does have plastic steering wheel, pedals, running gear etc. - a Fair basis for further
restoration or display as it is, 35"/90cm long.
£60 - £70
5189. Large wooden Bugatti Racing Car - impressive item, carved from solid wood, with exhaust, radiator and other detail,
together with realistic driver figure with goggles and scarf, fitted with (rusty) metal spoked wheels otherwise a Fair heavy
example for display, 29"/73cm long.
£20 - £30
5190. Deluxe Plastics (USA) Dimestore Dreams 1/43 scale plastic reproduction Cars and Commercials to include 3 x
2-vehicle Station Wagon with Trailer sets, Spaceship X-100, Army Ambulance, Military Police Car, Station Wagon, Tow Truck,
Ambulance, Loud Speaker Truck, Milk Truck, Cabin Cruiser - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging. (35)
£80 - £100
5191. Paya (Spain), Jimson and other tinplate and plastic vehicles - boxed tinplate vehicles include Paya Bugatti with key,
7"/18cm and DBS 240 Duett pair of Clowns on Bicycle clockwork novelty in working order with integral key - Excellent to Near
Mint in Excellent boxes; plus unboxed recent re-issue clockwork Jumbo Dancing Novelty in working order with key - Excellent;
unboxed plastic cars comprise Lapin Open Tourer - red, Jimson (Hong Kong) Police Car, 8"/21cm, battery operated American
Car and Lindberg miniature Cadillac El Dorado - Fair to Excellent. (7)
£30 - £40
5192. Biller (Germany) "Trans-Canada Airlines" Vickers Viscount Airliner - tinplate clockwork example. Unusual 1950s toy
featuring hand operated friction drive which turns the two right hand propellers, some of the plastic propellers lack one blade,
model does include lever operated undercarriage and is finished in silver with red tinprinted trim - overall a Good scarce
example with 11"/28cm wing span.
£30 - £50
5193. Meccano Motorised Set No.4M contains yellow/blue components with some later items added, unchecked for
completeness but appears Fair to Good, lacks motor but includes battery pack - in Fair to Good illustrated box. Also includes
Triang KL44 Crane with Bucket and Star Yachts SY3 Pond Yacht which are Good. (3)
£30 - £40
5194. Chad Valley (UK) "Astro-Ray Flash Light Target Gun" Space Toy with tinprinted circular target board featuring planets,
with 6 x darts, torch lacks lens cover otherwise a Good unusual set in Good illustrated box.
£30 - £40
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5195. British and Japanese model Aircraft (1) Nomura (Japan) or similar Boeing 707 - blue/white "BOAC"
livery - tinplate/plastic battery operated model, 15"/39cm long, would benefit from further cleaning otherwise Fair to Good; (2)
FROG "Buccaneer" Ready to Fly model - red/yellow plastic Glider, with integral clockwork motor, oil bottle etc.- unchecked for
completeness but appears Fair to Good with instruction leaflet and Fair illustrated box; (3) Japanese tinplate M75 battery
operated Japanese Army Tank - with twin anti-aircraft guns, untested and lacks operator otherwise Fair to Good. (3)

£50 - £60
5196. Modern Toys (Masudaya, Japan) "Moon Rocket" battery operated Spaceship - multicoloured, clean battery
compartment to rear, includes astronaut figures to periscope and in clear plastic cockpit, would benefit from more detailed
cleaning but otherwise Good Plus example, circa 1960s, 9.5"/24cm long.
£40 - £50
5197. Horikawa (SH Toys, Japan) 1960s "Mr Xerox" tinplate Robot - scarce battery operated example is very dark grey,
opening chest compartment to reveal guns, with red feet and still has red cap to head, untested but with clean battery
compartment, would benefit from more detailed cleaning due to storage otherwise generally Good, 8.5"/22cm high.
£60 - £80
5198. Durham Industries (USA) "M101 Aston Martin Secret Ejector Car" - scarce Japanese made approximately 1/18 scale
tinplate model of Aston Martin DB5 as featured in James Bond films, believed to be an unlicensed product finished in silver with
tinprinted detail to interior, includes driver figure and reproduction passenger, battery operated with remote control cable
attached, mystery action to underside, scratch to bonnet otherwise generally Excellent for display in reproduction illustrated
box.
£80 - £120
5199. Wells (UK) 1940s tinplate "ARP" clockwork Van - finished in two-tone green Air Raid Precautions Service, black cab,
some repainting to replacement rear panel and some repair to running boards but still a Fair scarce example, 6"/15cm long.
£30 - £50
5200. Sutcliffe Models "Racer I" early tinplate clockwork Speedboat - brown, mustard-yellow engine cover, some age related
wear but still includes propeller, rudder and cork bung, includes key and motor runs well otherwise Fair in Fair card box with
some box reinforcement to end flaps.
£30 - £50
5201. Paya and other tinplate clockwork reproduction vehicles - to include Kovap style tinplate clockwork Tractor and Trailer,
Eastern European friction drive Motorcycle and Rider mounted on a bubble pack. Paya style vehicles include 2 x Flying Boat,
Opentop Car with chauffeurs and passenger and Taxi - Excellent to Excellent Plus in Fair to Good assorted packaging. (6)
£20 - £40
5202. Meccano No.2 Constructor Car - made up model from tinplate, nut and bolt construction, rubber tyres, includes driver
figure, finished in black, red seat and wings, some retouching but does include rear spare wheel cover, lacks baseplate panels,
clockwork motor is present but does require attention although a brake is fitted - overall Good for display.
£500 - £600
5203. Meccano Constructor No.2 Car - pressed steel model with nut and bolt construction, includes clockwork motor which
requires attention but does include brake, some retouching, finished in cream, red wings, replacement reproduction driver
figure, does have baseplate panels to underside, red seats and detailed dashboard - overall Good for display.
£500 - £600
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5204. Meccano Constructor Car No.2 empty box only - scarce item from 1930s with some reinforcement/repair to interior and
repair to illustrated label but still a Fair example which would enhance an unboxed model.
£50 - £70
5205. Triang Spot-On, group of "Cotswold Series" rubber buildings used as roadside accessories for the Spot-On range.
Buildings include Coach and Horses Public House, Cottage with yellow door, Blacksmiths Forge, Post Office together with 3 x
smaller buildings of similar material - overall Fair to Good. (7)
£40 - £60
5206. Arnold (US Zone, Germany) 670 tinplate British A4 Steam Locomotive, no key but motor is in working order (would
benefit from lubrication), locomotive is finished in green with detailed tinprinting and is generally Excellent in Fair to Good
illustrated box, 5"/13cm long.
£40 - £60
5207. Vulcan and other Child's Sewing Machines and Cases - boxed Vulcan Sewing Machines include grey mechanical
model with folding side work table and Senior model - metallic red - Good Plus in Fair illustrated boxes together with unboxed
Casige German model - metallic blue - Good; also includes 4 x Child's Cases and other items - Good Plus. (9)
£40 - £50
5208. A group of electric and mechanical Child's Sewing Machines - battery operated models include Giess (France) model,
2 x German Regina and British Vulcan; mechanical models include Nahzwerg, Singer, Casige and LB; plus Barbie (Mattel USA)
"Sew Free" Fashion Fun instruction booklet - Good to Good Plus. (8 machines + leaflet)
£40 - £60
5209. British and other Child's Sewing Machines to include Vulcan Junior - blue and Minor - orange, Baby Crystal (Japan),
Singer with box of needles, Eastern European blue version together with Eva French model with wooden base - unchecked for
completeness otherwise Good for display. (6)
£30 - £50
5210. A group of early 20th Century mechanical Child's Sewing Machines to include Baby, Little Betty, Cemp (France) and
another British made blue model - Good to Good Plus. Also includes Kikou (France) large green model with ornate transfers in
Kikou box (for another model) together with Pico ornately painted model - all are unchecked for completeness but appear Good
to Excellent for display. (6)
£40 - £60
5211. Baby and other French ornately painted Child's Sewing Machines from the early part of the 20th Century to include 3 x
Baby (Paris) models with tinplate bases in varying styles of artwork, Ma Cousette, Piq-Bien and German Casige
models - unchecked for completeness but appear Good to Good Plus for display. (6)
£50 - £70
5212.
(25)

Baby-Luxe, Arone, Weekend and other mainly European Childrens' miniature Smoothing Irons. Conditions Good.
£30 - £40

5213. A group of Children's Domestic Appliances and Utensils - some are French including La Reve de Geannette, 2 x
kettles with stand, various pans including one with lid, cast metal stove (loose door) together with metal "wireless" pencil
sharpener. Also includes 2 x larger JEP (France) and another tinplate stove with opening doors - generally Fair to Good Plus.
(qty)
£40 - £50
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5214. Charles Rossignol and other French Children's Weighing Scales and Cash Register to include Charles Rossignol
tinplate shop weighing scales with set of 5 x brass weights, 2 x JEP and another set of balance weights together with French
cash register - Fair to Good Plus for display. (5)
£30 - £50
5215. A group of mainly tinplate novelties and vehicles to include Paya or similar clockwork Zeppelin, Tramcar, Man with
Suitcase, Elephant, Clown and other items including 2 x Globe Savings Banks and 2 x clockwork Bears (one with tankard, the
other with musical instrument) together with (probably German) Monkey with Cymbals - Good to Good Plus for display. Also
includes Metal King large pressed steel Fiat Transport Truck with driver - tinplate construction - Good Plus to Excellent,
13.5"/34cm long in Good illustrated box. (qty)
£40 - £50
5216. Tootsietoy (USA) 0510 "Midgets" Play Set - includes boxed set of 12 x miniature diecast models including aircraft, gun,
express train, fire truck, bus etc. - Good to Good Plus in Good presentation box. Also includes Miss Tootsietoy Breakfast Set
box with a group of loose metal plates and cups etc., group of miniature wooden Horsedrawn vehicles and train and 2 x Lledo
models which are generally Fair to Good Plus. (qty)
£30 - £40
5217. Technofix and Arnold German tinplate toys - Technofix items include Alpine Layout with railtrack and base (no
vehicles) together with International Airport Layout with revolving aircraft; plus Arnold "Helibus" in "Sabena" Belgian airlines
livery with mechanical remote control (one rotor blade detached but present but does include instruction slip and box base
only) - all would benefit from further cleaning otherwise generally Fair. (3)
£30 - £50
5218. Mettoy, pair of tinplate Child's Typewriters - scarce examples include Mettoy Supertype - two-tone green and Mettoy
Elegant - greyish-pink - would benefit from further cleaning but otherwise generally Good Plus (untested) in Good carry case
shaped card boxes. Also includes 3-car Miniature Set featuring clockwork vehicles and tinplate clockwork Man in Rowing Boat
novelty which are generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint including packaging. (4)
£30 - £40
5219. Triang Minic Motorway Cars and large quantity of Track - cars comprise 3 x Jaguar 3.4 in red racing finish x 2 and 1 x
Police Car version, Chevrolet Corvette, Ferrari and 2 x white Mercedes cars in Competition finish. Also includes a number of
accessories and plastic buildings which have been dismantled together with a very large quantity of curved and straight track,
junctions and a number of hand controllers - Fair. (7 cars + large qty track)
£70 - £80
5220. Triang Minic Motorways boxed sets to include Minic Motorway 16-page catalogue together with Motor Racing
catalogue, Owners Handbook and other literature. Boxed sets comprise M1522 Racing Set with Mercedes and E-Type
Jaguars under blister packs; M1524 Set Box with hand controllers and 2 x early Porsche models with metal bases (no track)
and M1503 Set with grey track and 2 x Jaguar 3.4 cars - incomplete sets with literature, contents are generally Fair including
illustrated boxes. (3)
£60 - £70
5221. Mamod Traction Engine for spares or repair. Also includes Corgi Bloodhound Loading Trolley, various Husky and
Corgi Junior miniatures, quantity of Airfix OO/HO Battle Figures which are generally Fair. Boxed items include Trackside
Scammell Contractor and Trailer with LNER Tender Load, together with a quantity of resin railway locomotives for display
including Mallard and King Class - Good including packaging. (qty)
£30 - £40
5222. Mamod, a pair of Live Steam Traction Engines - lack canopy and rear burner assemblies, one has been fitted with
rubber tyres otherwise a Fair basis for restoration/spares. (2)
£30 - £50
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5223. Mamod SA1 Steam Roadster - white pressed steel live steam model car with red fittings, lack seat assembly and
burner but does include steering extension - a Fair basis for restoration and comes in Good illustrated box.
£40 - £50
5224. Mamod or similar Live Steam Traction Engines for restoration or spares - both lack their rear bunker assembly but one
does have a large meths burner. Also includes Mamod early Stationary Steam Engine and smaller Twin-Cylinder and
Flywheel Assembly with bag of spare parts - Fair. (4)
£50 - £60
5225. Triang Minic Motorways and Motor Racing Track and Accessories - boxed items include Minic Motor Racing Flyover,
Hump Back Bridge, Automatic Starting Gate and Circuit Extension Set - unchecked for completeness but appear Good
including illustrated boxes. Also includes incomplete box for Racing Set 1525; plus a quantity of boxed track sections including
straights, half-straights, various junctions - Fair to Good including packaging. Unboxed items include RM922 Triang Car
Transporter Wagon with Docking Section together with a quantity of grey and black unboxed curved and straight track sections,
with some buildings and hand controllers - Fair. (large qty in 2 boxes)
£50 - £60
5226. Bowman (UK) and other Pond Yachts - lot comprises Bowman 17"/43cm wooden Yacht - grey, brown deck, includes
mast and folded cloth sail, metal keel and working rudder together with ABB & M Toys "Sea Rover" 1950s Yacht with wooden
hull, lacks rear rudder but includes mechanism, with masts and twin sails, rigging, etc., 19"/48cm long; plus similar "Endeavour
III" - unmarked with cream wooden hull, mast, sails and rigging - Fair to Good and Bowman or similar spare wooden hull,
31"/80cm long, suitable for electric or steam propulsion, lacks deck but does include propeller tube and rear rudder - Fair basis
for some restoration. (4)
£30 - £50
5227. Triang Minic post-war Racing Cars and plastic Delivery Vans to include 2 x tinplate clockwork Racing Cars - red, both
have working motors and plastic hubs, together with 3 x plastic vans comprising 2 x red Royal Mail Vans and green Post Office
Telephones Van (lacks ladders) - all have working motors and are generally Fair. (5)
£20 - £30
5228. Triang Minic post-war Push & Go Double Decker Bus - scarce later production issue tinplate Bus with working push &
go friction motor, finished in the rare colour scheme of orangey-red lower deck, cream upper and grey roof, some wear to the
"Triang Transport" transfers but does have good "Pedigree" adverts to each side, some age related wear but otherwise overall
Good and Chad Valley "British Railways" clockwork Container Lorry - no key but motor is in working order, some age related
wear but overall Fair to Good. (2)
£60 - £70
5229. Altin tinplate clockwork Racing Car - motor requires attention otherwise car which is 8.5"/21cm long; also includes
Pepe (Portugal) friction drive plastic Mercedes Taxi - black/green - Near Mint including illustrated box. (2)
£20 - £30
5230. Wells (UK) large tinplate clockwork Steam Roller - circa 1950, orange/green with some tinprinted detail, front roller has
been re-attached but does include diecast steering wheel, clockwork motor is in working order providing a to and fro motion,
9"/23cm long - Fair to Good and Pocketoy Lorries comprising of Cement Mixer, Fire Tender, Cleansing Dept Truck, Big Bedford
Truck and Horse Box with operated horse's head to rear - Good. (7)
£40 - £50
5231. Pocketoy, a pair of tinplate Double Decker Buses (1) clockwork example with stop/start motion and ringing bell (glue
repair to rear wheel) otherwise Fair to Good and (2) push & go later model - Good to Good Plus - both are red with tinprinted
detail. (2)
£30 - £50
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5232. Triang Minic Push & Go Mercedes Benz "Grand Prix Racer" - scarce plastic bodied racing car - grey, racing number
16, includes driver figure and working friction motor - Good Plus to Excellent in Good very scarce yellow/black striped
perforated window box.
£50 - £60
5233. Triang Minic M210 Mercedes Racer - scarce variation finished in grey, racing number 5 to bonnet, includes driver
figure, working push & go friction motor - Excellent in Good harlequin style box.
£50 - £60
5234. Triang Minic tinplate clockwork "Delivery Lorry" - circa 1950s, clockwork motor in working order with key, light wear to
edges otherwise Excellent to Excellent Plus bright example featuring dark green standard cab, green wings and dark blue rear
body - in Good Plus illustrated box.
£50 - £70
5235. Chad Valley and other tinplate Banks and Money Boxes to include Chad Valley Double and Single Pillar Box in "ER"
and "GR" variants, "Festival of Britain Magic Money Box", Danish "Pengepostkasse" mail box style Savo with key, Rupert
Money Box - Good to Excellent and "Savings Bank of New South Wales" Australian Savo - Good Plus including illustrated box
plus 3 x assorted money boxes (2 with keys) - interesting lot. (11)
£30 - £50
5236. Tinplate clockwork "Sweeping Bear" - mechanical bear with black fur covering, striped skirt, integral key, clockwork
motor in working order propels the animal forward, head moves from side to side and pushes sweeper, of Japanese
manufacture probably Alps and dates from the post-war period - Good.
£30 - £40
5237. Marx Toys (UK) "Motorway" clockwork Roadway Layout - later version with plastic figure of 8 double track and 2 x
tinplate cars both in working order with key - Good in Fair illustrated box.
£40 - £50
5238. A group of miniature box type Puzzles to include 2 x Lucky 7, Ringtail Cat, Whirlpool, Juggle with Clown figure, The
Cog Wheel, The Turnstile, Divers and others - all feature wooden box with balls and similar behind a clear plastic/glass
window - generally Good. (24)
£40 - £50
5239. Marx Toys and other racing and rally car themed Bagatelles - clear plastic bagatelles with springloaded trigger and
plastic balls, the largest is 13.5"/34cm high - one has a Good box otherwise generally Good to Excellent. (5)
£50 - £70
5240. Victory and other racing car themed Jigsaw Puzzles to include Good Companion, Victory 3-Dimensional wooden
jigsaw, 4 x Car Race, Waddingtons Circular Puzzle and others - unchecked for completeness but appear Good Plus to
Excellent in Fair to Good illustrated boxes. (9)
£30 - £50
5241. A group of Toy Reference Books to include Walt Disney's Mickey Mouse Memorabilia, Triang Toys 1937 Catalogue
reprint, FROG Penguin Aircraft, Minic by Sue Richardson, British Tin Toys by Marguerite Fawdry and Meccano Constructors
Guide. Toy related leaflets include Meccano reprint, Varianto and Schuco Grand Prix Racer 1070 leaflets together with
Meccano/Bayko catalogue circa 1963 with 20-pages in colour. (10)
£50 - £70
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5242. Nomura (TN Toys, Japan) large tinplate Buick Electra 2-Door Coupe - impressive friction drive tinplate model circa
1960 - white/powder blue, detailed tinprinted interior and dashboard, detailed hubs, bright plated parts, registration number
"N-7211" to rear, some very minor marks but overall Excellent Plus to Near Mint, almost 12"/30cm long - scarce item.
£300 - £500
5243. Roxy Toys (Hong Kong) 383 Vega Major Coach - plastic friction drive example similar to Dinky Toys model - dark
green, yellow interior seating, some light age wear to paper stickers otherwise Excellent, 10"/25cm long.
£20 - £30
5244. Wells Brimtoy Big Bedford "Palm Toffee" Delivery Van - scarce tinplate and plastic model, with friction drive to front
axle, mostly tinplate with the top of the cab being plastic, includes opening rear tailgate with locking catch, based on 1950s
Pantechnicon, was originally sold as a confectionery container and would have had a bag of sweets/easter egg or similar as it's
load - some light age related wear otherwise Good Plus to Excellent, circa 1950s.
£50 - £70
5245. Triang Minic electric 1/20 scale Bentley Continental - scarce battery operated plastic model finished in dark green,
cream interior, lacks radiator mascot and fine crack above rear nearside wheel arch otherwise Good example of this prestige
car which still comes in Fair illustrated box with card display base.
£40 - £60
5246. Saint John Tin Toys Bluebird Record Car - large tinplate clockwork model with motor in working order including integral
key, with plastic driver figure, some small marks otherwise Excellent Plus, 11"/28cm long - in Excellent illustrated box.
£30 - £40
5247. MS Toys (Germany) "Shell Gas Station Savings Bank" - no key, opening door to baseplate is loose - Excellent for
display, 5"/13cm long - in Fair illustrated box.
£40 - £50
5248. Welsotoys (UK) "Highway Patrol Gyro Siren Car" - large tinplate friction drive Police Car - dark blue, white doors,
detailed tinprinting, featuring the actor Broderick Crawford as Highway Patrol Chief Dan Matthews from the 1950s TV series
"Highway Patrol", appears little used - Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 11"/28cm long - in colourfully illustrated box with
loose/missing end flaps which is otherwise Fair.
£50 - £70
5249. Tipp & Co (Tippco, Germany) tinplate clockwork Army Search Light Lorry - scarce 6-wheel clockwork example, fitted
with battery operated search light, lacks lens and front mudguard but does including opening cab door, clockwork motor
requires attention, model finished in 3-colour camouflage - Fair, 10"/25cm long.
£50 - £60
5250. Bing (Germany) tinplate clockwork Open Tourer - scarce example circa 1920s, lacks steering wheel and motor requires
attention, some light retouching to top of radiator grille otherwise Good bright example in scarce colour, 6"/15cm long.
£100 - £150
5251. Bing (Germany) tinplate clockwork Limousine - circa 1920s, finished in grey/black, includes steering wheel, motor
requires attention, includes both opening rear doors with locking catch otherwise Good for display, 6"/15cm long.
£100 - £150
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5252. Marx Toys (Hong Kong) "Battery Operated Traffic Light" - scarce example circa 1960 featuring 3-colour traffic light with
battery compartment underneath, 8.5"/21cm high, untested but appears Excellent for display - in Excellent illustrated box which
still retains its inner cardboard packaging and instruction slip.
£30 - £40
5253. Hausser Horsedrawn Metal Truck - dating from the early part of the 20th Century, the toy features a pair of Elastolin
composition horses, each mounted on a 4-wheeled wooden trolley, drawing a tinplate 4-wheeled cart with cast metal shaft,
some age related wear particularly to the horses - still a Fair to Good scarce example, 9"/22cm long.
£30 - £40
5254. Holdraketa tinplate Rocket - of Eastern European manufacture, in working order with springloaded elevation and drop
down staircase actuated with impact with nose cone - Good Plus for display in Fair to Good card box, 16"/41cm long.
£30 - £40
5255. Very large model Pond Yacht - fitted with black painted fibreglass hull, heavy keel weight, aluminium mast with clear
plastic sails, includes rigging with securing clips etc., varnished deck with removable hatch giving access to hull interior - Good
to Good Plus to display, mast is 62"/158cm above deck.
£40 - £50
5256. Triang Minic pre-war Service Station - the smallest building in the range of Minic Service Stations - of wooden
construction finished in white, grey roof, lacks Britains petrol pumps, includes string operated sliding door and 2 x tinplate
"Shell" and "KLG Spark Plugs" adverts, lacks battery compartment cover to roof but at one time was fitted with interior light,
would benefit from further cleaning otherwise Fair, 10"/25cm wide.
£20 - £30
5257. Dinky Toys pre-war tinplate Service Station - tinprinted detail to shop and garage furniture, some repainting to forecourt
otherwise a Fair scarce example, 7/5"/19cm wide.
£30 - £40
5258. Dinky Toys pre-war tinplate Garage - scarce example with tinprinted detail including tiled roof, 2 x opening garage
doors finished in green, with locking bar, circa 1930s - some age related wear but overall generally Good.
£50 - £70
5259. Dinky Toys pre-war tinplate Garage - detailed tinprinting including tiled roof, dark green garage doors with planking
effect (one has faded), with locking bar, circa 1930s - otherwise generally Good.
£50 - £70
5260. Mamod Live Steam Stationary Engine - with brass coloured boiler, single cylinder with flywheel, later issue fitted with
solid fuel burner, has had some use but otherwise generally Fair to Good.
£30 - £40
5261. Group of tinplate Vehicles and Novelties to include Buddy L (Japanese) large pressed steel Panel Van Truck with
opening side and rear door, 10.5"/27cm long - Fair plus Covap clockwork Farm Tractor, Oil Tanker Truck, clockwork Motorcycle
and Elephant and Spiral Novelty (lacks plastic ball) - Good Plus to Excellent together with Minister large friction drive 2-door
Sedan - Good in Fair box plus Romanian metal clockwork "Airport" novelty. (7)
£30 - £50
5262. J Wagner (Germany) tinplate clockwork Sawmill novelty - comprising tinprinted base, 2 x woodmen with hinged arms,
large saw blade, clockwork motor in working order (no key) makes the men saw the wooden log - scarce example, 8.5"/21cm
long.
£30 - £50
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5263. Victory and Mobo British made model Boats (1) Victory Industries Vosper RAF Crash Tender - battery operated model
with twin propellers and rudders, finished in black/grey, lacks some detailed parts otherwise Fair including illustrated box; (2)
rare Mobo aluminium S Class Speedboat - lacks switch and propeller but does include rudder and removable cover - otherwise
Fair in Fair illustrated box (some box repairs). (2)
£30 - £50
5264. Triang (UK) "Big Big Train Express Line" - 1960s O Gauge battery operated Train Set as advertised on TV at the time,
includes Hymek Diesel Locomotive (glue repairs to body) - Fair together with 2 x British Rail Bogie Coaches with sliding
doors - finished in rail blue and grey, coaches are generally Good Plus. Plus quantity of curved and straight plastic track. All
contained in Fair card box with some sellotape repairs. Also includes unboxed Hymek Locomotive which lacks battery cover but
is otherwise Good together with red Mineral Wagon - both loose models are from the "Big Big Train" system. (3)

£50 - £70
5265. Triang Minic or similar Midland Railway Pullman Floor Train - scarce friction drive to coach model of this 1960 train,
one carriage fitted with twin friction drive motors, some bowing of plastic but otherwise a Fair scarce example, the proportions
are approximately to O Gauge.
£30 - £40
5266. Burnett (Chad Valley, UK) "Ubilda Tower Bridge" - 1930s tinplate construction set to build replica of Tower Bridge,
includes detailed tinprinting to towers. Box lid has sticker that reads "A Replica of That Model Purchased by The Queen in
1932", unchecked for completeness but contents appear Good Plus to Excellent, all contained in Fair card box (with piece
missing from one side of lid).
£80 - £100
5267. Bayko No.1 and No.2 Building Sets - each contains at least one plastic bag with bricks and other smaller accessories
together with red roof sections, both boxes are marked "Made by Plimpton Engineering", larger box contains incomplete
builders handbook - otherwise generally Fair including boxes (with incomplete lids). (2)
£30 - £50
5268. Bayko (Plimpton Engineering, UK) pair of No.2 Sets - each set contains a quantity of bricks and smaller components
together with red plastic roof sections and green bases - unchecked for completeness but contents appear Fair to Good in Fair
boxes (each box has building instructions). (2)
£40 - £60
5269. Primus Engineering No.2 and No.3 Meccano style Engineering Outfits - each outfit includes bare metal perforated strip
with nuts, bolts, brassware, No.2 Set includes wooden components, unchecked for completeness but contents appear Fair in
Fair boxes with some damage to illustrated lids plus Vogue British made steel Construction Set - similar to
Meccano - unchecked for completeness but appears Good to Good Plus, contents still strung on the backing card - in Fair to
Good illustrated box. (3)
£30 - £50
5270. Hong Kong plastic and other Empty Boxes only - a large group of empty illustrated card boxes for mostly plastic
models including various double decker buses such as Routemaster by Lucky Toys, Woolbro, Laurie Toys and others including
Eastern European tinplate and plastic models such as Trambino and Bison (lacks end flap) - some nice artwork for display
otherwise Fair to Excellent. (24)
£20 - £30
5271. Hong Kong Empty Boxes only for mainly buses - manufacturers include Clifford Toys, NFIC, some larger sized models
than previous lot. Other manufacturers including Lincoln and large scale Clifford Euro Tourist Bus together with box for
Eastern European tinplate tram and Technofix 285 Bus Terminal box - some nice artwork for display - Fair to Excellent. (25 + 4
window box bases)
£30 - £50
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5272. Meccano Aeroplane Constructor No.1 Empty Box only - blue coloured card lid and base, lid has Good illustrated label,
no insert but a useful item for the collector.
£30 - £40
5273. Richter's (Germany) Anchor Blocks "Grosze Burg" - a large vintage set of stone building blocks in stone and brick red
colours. Set comes with instructions (in German) and pictorial illustration cards, appear unused, all is contained in 2 x inner
wooden trays - otherwise Good Plus to Excellent in Good varnished wooden box with pictorial illustration to sliding lid, circa
early part of 20th Century.
£20 - £30
5274. Richter (Rotterdam) "Anchor Blocks" - set comprises stone building blocks in three colours, manufactured in the USA
towards the end of the 19th Century, appear unused, in several individual trays - Good Plus in Fair substantial wooden
illustrated box. Also included is miniature Anchor Blocks Construction Set with blocks in several colours together with Bergen
and Schloffer wooden block Construction Set which comes with multi-lingual (including English) illustrated instruction
book - Good in Good boxes, all from the turn of the 20th Century. (3)
£20 - £30
5275. Richter's Anchor Blocks, a group of assorted late 19th Century Construction Sets - all featuring stone blocks in various
colours, all sets in wooden boxes with sliding illustrated lids, the larger box has several inner trays, blocks appear unused and
are generally Good to Good Plus, the wooden boxes are generally Fair to Good, all come with paperwork/instructions in various
languages. (3)
£20 - £30
5276. Richter's Building Block Construction Sets comprising of 2 x sets of stone building blocks from the turn of the 20th
Century, various shapes and colours, with instruction diagram to larger set (19a Holten), smaller set appears to for smaller
scale models where some of the stonework has doorways and windows impressed - Fair to Good including illustrated wooden
boxes with sliding lids. (2)
£20 - £30
5277. Richter's "Landhaus - Baukasten" Set No.305 - large wooden box with inner trays, appears to have wooden
components and stone building blocks to build a country house, wooden components include roofs, window shutters, dormer
windows etc., set comes with large quantity of instruction books including for sets 305, 301 and others - unchecked for
completeness. Also included is smaller scale Anchor Blocks Set No.5 with stone blocks in various colours together with
instruction book - Fair to Good. (2 sets plus qty of literature)
£20 - £30
5278. Richter's Anchor Blocks and other Construction Sets to include Richter's small Building Block Set No.5 containing
shaped blocks in various colours, with parts of the illustrated sliding lid. Also includes Die Wartburg small sized set together
with larger Liebe Hiemat set of cream coloured stone blocks in 2 x individual trays, with windows and doorways
imprinted - unchecked for completeness but contents appear Good in Fair to Good wooden boxes. (3)
£20 - £30
5279. Richter's Anchor Blocks small sized set containing cream and red stone blocks together with instruction book for Set
No.19. Also includes Richter's Landhaus Baukasten part set of stone blocks with some wooden roof sections - unchecked for
completeness - Fair to Good in Fair to Good wooden boxes with sliding lids. (2)
£20 - £30
5280. A pair of Richter's Anchor Blocks Building Sets to include Set KK13B and Set KK20 - each substantial wooden box
contains trays of stone blocks mostly in cream and brick red together with some instruction books and photocopies of brickwork
patterns - unchecked for completeness but contents appear Good Plus in Fair to Good card boxes with illustrated lids. (2)
£20 - £30
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5281. F&B (Paris) "Construction en Pierre" Stone Block Construction Set - the stones are arranged on inner trays and come
with a number of instruction books and brickwork diagrams - Good Plus in Good wooden box with hinged lid.
£15 - £20
5282. Richter's Anchor Blocks Bridge Building Sets - scarce sets featuring stone blocks and metal components for the
construction of bridges, the sets are marked "1900" and "1904" and comprise of large box with several inner trays marked Set
12, together with Set 5 and third box which is a supplementary box to Set 5 - unchecked for completeness but contents appear
generally Good in Fair to Good wooden boxes with sliding lids. (3)
£20 - £30
5283. Anchor, a group of stone Building Block Set boxes, the larger box has instructions for sets 6, 6 and 13 plus other
paperwork including some photocopies of designs, together with 2 x smaller sets marked No.5 and No.7a - unchecked for
completeness but contents appear Good in Fair to Good wooden boxes. (3)
£20 - £30
5284. Anchor, a group of stone Building Block Set boxes - sets are marked No.11a, KK7a and No.16a - contents are
unchecked for completeness but each set includes some paperwork and instruction books and are otherwise Good including
wooden boxes with sliding lids. (3)
£20 - £30
5285. Richter's Anchor Blocks, a group of Building Block sets - sets are marked No.9a, No.22a and No.5a - unchecked for
completeness but each comprises of stone blocks in cream and red - Good in Good wooden boxes with sliding lid, each box
contains various instruction books. (3)
£20 - £30
5286. Wiking 1/43 scale Volkswagen Karmann Ghia Convertible - brick red with grey interior, lacks one corner of rear bumper
and headlight lens, with folding rear seat - otherwise Good in Good Plus illustrated box with correct colour spot.
£15 - £20
5287. Cursor (Germany) 1/43 scale Volkswagen Transporter Mini Bus - sage green, similar to Wiking models - Excellent Plus
to Near Mint in Excellent illustrated box.
£20 - £30
5288. Cursor (Germany) 1/43 scale plastic Volkswagen Transporter Ambulance - cream including interior, similar to
contemporary Wiking model - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good Plus illustrated box.
£20 - £30
5289. Cursor (Germany) 1/43 scale Volkswagen Transporter Mini Bus - sage green with light grey interior, ink mark to front of
roof otherwise Excellent in Good illustrated box.
£20 - £30
5290. Cursor (Germany) 1/43 scale plastic Volkswagen Transporter "Verkehrs Polizei" - sage green, includes blue beacon
and roof rack, light grey interior - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good Plus illustrated box, similar to contemporary Wiking
models.
£20 - £30
5291. Model Boat Building components for HMS Tanatside and HMS Daring - the lot includes 2 large boxes containing 2
vac-formed plastic hulls, with smaller lifeboats and other accessories, a series of plans, together with several trays containing
diecast and plastic metal boat fittings and other accessories - unchecked for completeness but a useful project for the model
maker. (qty)
£20 - £40
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5292. Japanese tinplate and plastic 22cm/9" Sports Cars and Emergency Vehicles, resembling Toyota and Honda cars in
Fire, Police and Ambulance and rally finishes, all appear unboxed, ex-shop stock but would benefit from cleaning - Good to
Excellent. (large qty)
£40 - £50
5293. Japanese tinplate and plastic Toyota and Honda cars in Fire, Ambulance, Police and rally finishes, ex-shop stock
boxed items, some would benefit from cleaning otherwise Good to Near Mint, each car is 22cm/9" long - in plain white window
box. (45+)
£50 - £60
5294. Timpo, a pair of "The Prairie Rocket" Train Set - (1) comprises Passenger Coach, Caboose (lacks plastic wheels) and
Western Steam Locomotive with some plastic O Gauge track; (2) comprises Mississippi Santa Fe Carriage with Caboose (lacks
bogie) - no locomotive but does include red and black plastic straight and curved O Gauge track and 2 x figures - otherwise
contents are Fair to Good in Fair illustrated boxes. (2)
£50 - £70
5295. Timpo (UK) set comprises Western Style Locomotive and Tender, Goods Van with sliding door and Reefer Open Truck
with opening side gate, together with animals and other figures including mounted figures and black O Gauge plastic curved
track and crossover - unchecked for completeness but appears Excellent in illustrated box with inner card divisions (split to
corner to lid).
£50 - £70
5296. Paya (Spain), a pair of tinplate clockwork Train Set of recent limited edition production - (1) approximately HO scale,
includes tinplate clockwork locomotive and tender, 3 x carriages, station building, quantity of tinprinted track and
catalogue - unchecked for completeness but contents appear generally Excellent and includes certificate and catalogue - in Fair
to Good card box with illustrated label (split to lid); (2) O Gauge set featuring plastic clockwork 4-wheeled Locomotive with 3 x
tinplate Carriages and circle of track (slightly tarnished) otherwise contents are Excellent in Fair to Good card box with
illustrated label to lid. (2)
£660 - £80
5297. Mettoy (UK) tinplate "Miniature Freight Train Set" - to include green tinplate clockwork Locomotive and Tender with Milk
Tanker, Van, Open Wagon and Timber Wagon, together with a quantity of curved track, untested but does include key, circa
1950s - unchecked for completeness but otherwise contents appear Excellent in Good Plus illustrated box with inner card
divisions.
£40 - £60
5298. Wells Brimtoy tinplate O Gauge clockwork Train Set, circa 1950s comprising 4-wheeled Steam Locomotive No.7040
with matching Tender, together with 2 x "First Class" Carriages, all couplings present, includes 6 x pieces of curved track (some
tarnishing) otherwise contents are generally Good to Good Plus in Fair card box (torn edges to illustrated lid).
£40 - £50
5299. Nomura (TN Toys, Japan) 1950s "Electro Toy Cable Express" battery operated tinplate Train Set - scarce example
featuring black Locomotive with tinprinted detail, matching Tender and yellow Open Wagon, untested but contents are generally
Excellent in Good illustrated box with Fair inner card division. Also includes vintage Chinese made "International Express" with
Streamlined Locomotive, Tender, Oil Tanker and Crane Wagons, together with insulated tinplate track and Station with clean
battery compartment - untested but contents appear Good Plus to Excellent in Good illustrated box. (2)

£40 - £50
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5300. Marx Toys (UK) and other battery operated Train Sets in assorted scales - to include Marx Toys Wells Fargo, North
Pole Holiday Express, Benley Pacific Express, Western Railway Company, Goldlok large scale Black Stallion Train Set together
with Lincoln International (Hong Kong) Junior Train Engineer featuring battery operated Locomotive and Meccano style plastic
components - all are untested but generally appear Good Plus to Excellent Plus in Fair to Good Plus presentation boxes. (6)

£60 - £70
5301. Lionel (USA) O Gauge, a group of boxed Wagons and Passenger Cars - to include Southern Crescent and Southern
Illuminated Passenger Cars. Wagons include Texaco Tank Car, DT & I Box Car, Vorden Tank Car, United States Mail Tank
Car and others including Reading Caboose - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent window and plain white card
boxes. (11)
£50 - £70
5302. Lima (Italy) O Gauge unboxed Wagons - to include Carlsberg, Sillan, Kronenbourg and Fiat Van with sliding doors at
each side - appear Excellent Plus to Near Mint. (4)
£30 - £50
5303. American Flyer (USA) O Gauge metal Wagons and Carriages - to include red Short Caboose, red Long Caboose with
ladders at each end, Short Bogie Coach, Box Van with sliding doors - yellow, Open Truck - green and Texaco Tank
Wagon - circa 1940s, varying amounts of play wear but generally Good overall, some include Fair illustrated boxes. (6)
£60 - £70
5304. Pola (Germany) "Maxi" O Gauge Train Set - includes 0-6-0 Tank Loco, Open Wagon and Box Van in "DB" brown livery
together with an oval of 2-rail track - contents appear Good Plus in Poor to Fair (torn lid) presentation box.
£50 - £70
5305. "Express" tinplate Live Steam Dribbler Locomotive - believed to be scratchbuilt using spare parts and includes brass
spoked wheels, cylinder either side, chimney and safety valve etc. together with burner - built to a Fair standard, may be
incomplete but still displays well.
£30 - £40
5306. ESL 1950s Live Steam Stationary Engine - with brass boiler, twin cylinders and flywheel, lacks burner but does include
steam driven lathe accessory (some broken Bakelite parts in box) otherwise Good in Fair card box.
£50 - £60
5307. JEP (France) O Gauge tinplate Level Crossing - scarce ex-shop stock example with piece of 3-rail single track to
centre, ramp, removable Crossing Keepers building, still has manufacturers string securing the elevating barriers during transit
and comes with manufacturers inspection slip - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good card box.
£30 - £50
5308. Bassett-Lowke, a group of O Gauge Coaches - to include 1950s red/cream Coach, 2 x LNER teak Coaches (one lacks
wheels and both may have repainted roofs). Also includes 1921 First Class Coach - brown/cream with white roof - otherwise
generally Good. (4)
£80 - £100
5309. Exley and similar LNER O Gauge metal Coaches - to include 28114 Corridor Coach with Gresley Bogies (with Exley
label to underside), together with repainted Dining Car. Also includes metal LNER Coach requiring renovation and fitted with
white wooden roof - otherwise Fair to Good. (3)
£50 - £70
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5310. JEP (France), a group of tinplate O Gauge Coaches - to include brown/beige SNCF Passenger Coach, black Baggage
Car with sliding doors and maroon "Postes et Telegraphes" Bogie Van (some retouching) otherwise generally Good. Also
includes Le Rapide (LR, France) smaller scale SNCF tinplate Coach - green, cream roof (fatigue damage to one bogie)
otherwise Fair to Good including card box. (4)
£50 - £70
5311. Ives (USA) electric Locomotive 1651 - yellow, dark blue roof, 4-wheeled Lionel 027 mechanism, with 2 x 1690
Passenger Coaches and 1691 Observation Car - some over-varnishing and blue roofs have been repainted but still a Good
scarce example. (4)
£50 - £70
5312. Lionel Lines (USA) Union Pacific 3-Car Railcar Set - scarce O Gauge example featuring 3 x Carriages with Articulated
Bogies (some bogies are incomplete and train requires some restoration) - silver in colour with some age related wear but
otherwise a Fair basis for some restoration).
£50 - £70
5313. Merqur (Czechoslovakia) O Gauge 3-rail electric 2-6-2 Steam Tender Locomotive - black, red trim. Also includes
6-Coach Train comprising 6 x tinplate Bogie Carriages in varying shades of brown and includes Baggage Car, all in CSD livery,
some light age related wear and loco would benefit from further cleaning - otherwise generally Excellent. (7)
£100 - £130
5314. Bassett-Lowke "Super Enterprise" O Gauge 4-6-0 Live Steam Locomotive and Tender - both are black, locomotive has
loose smoke deflector and steam dome which are supplied separately in a bag. Some re-touching to locomotive boiler and
footplate but black tender still has its number "4907" to sides. Locomotive includes removable burner - still a Good scarce
example.
£150 - £200
5315. Bassett-Lowke O Gauge Flatrol M Well tinplate Wagon with Callender Cable Drum Load - scarce example in NE livery,
some wear to edges and top of drum otherwise a Good Plus bright example.
£140 - £180
5316. Bassett-Lowke, a group of vintage tinplate Coaches in Great Western brown/cream livery including 6-wheeled Dining
Car 13210, 1st/3rd Passenger Coach 1322, Full Brake Coach 1344, Brake End 1921 - all have repainted roofs to a Fair
standard otherwise generally Good. (4)
£70 - £90
5317. Ace Trains O Gauge 3-rail Electric 4-4-4 Tank Locomotive in red Metropolitan 108 livery, lacks one handrail to cab and
slight buckle to footplate near the cab otherwise a scarce variation wired for electric headlamps and is otherwise generally
Good including card box with inner packaging.
£150 - £200
5318. Hornby O Gauge 1930s E220 Special Tank Locomotive - 3-rail electric, 4-4-2 Tank in GWR green livery with shirt
button style motif, lacks cab handrails otherwise a Good bright example for display in Fair card box which requires repair but
does still include inner card packing pieces. Also includes coupling hook for re-attachment and Hornby Series combined
spanner and rail Gauge accessory (in plastic bag).
£100 - £130
5319. Hornby O Gauge 2711 Locomotive - scarce example circa 1926, appears to have been expertly re-painted in the past,
some wear to loco and tender and the addition of LMS transfers to splashers and tender sides, clockwork version still fitted with
foot plate - otherwise a Good bright example in early loco box (marked LNW) with embossed lid and inner card packing piece,
tender box is marked LMS.
£100 - £130
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5320. Hornby O Gauge 2710 4-wheeled clockwork Locomotive and Tender - both have been professionally restored in
maroon PLB livery to an Excellent standard.
£40 - £50
5321. Hornby O Gauge Great Western Locomotive 4700 in GW green, some age wear and retouching, may benefit from
further polishing, clockwork operation - otherwise a Good example.
£40 - £60
5322. Hornby O Gauge 1940s clockwork Locomotive 50153 and Tender - BR green with orange/black lining, some wear
around keyhole otherwise Good to Good Plus.
£40 - £50
5323. Hornby O Gauge 1930s tinplate Bogie Coaches - to include Southern Railway Brake 3rd/1st, Brake/3rd and Third
Class Compartment Coach (lacks an axle) together with LNER 845 1st/3rd Coach - some roofs might require attention
otherwise Fair to Good. (4)
£70 - £90
5324. Hornby O Gauge clockwork Locomotives and Tenders - a large group to include Locomotives 3402 in various colours
and others including Wells Brimtoy. Tenders include 6161, Trix Southern 763, 3132, 900, 6100 and others. Other vehicles
include Pullman Carriages, LMS Open Wagon, Refrigerator Van, Burns Coal Wagon and other makes such as Chad Valley and
Brimtoy; plus box containing locomotive and tender spare parts and track - Poor to Good overall. (large qty)

£60 - £80
5325. Hornby O Gauge, a pair of 1 Signal Gantry and Footbridge - each Gantry has clip on support columns and 4 x Signal
Posts - Good to Good Plus (one includes Good box) and folding tinplate Footbridge with Poor to Fair box. (3)
£40 - £50
5326. French Hornby Railcar and empty box - lot comprises empty box only for train set OBBV Le Mistral, lid lacks most of
edges but does include inner card divisions to base otherwise Fair plus SNCF pair of Articulated 4-wheel Railcars in red/cream,
some re-touching and untested otherwise a Fair scarce example. (2)
£40 - £50
5327. Hornby O Gauge "Riviera" blue clockwork Train Set - scarce set comprising Nord brown clockwork 4-4-2 Locomotive
and 8-wheeled Tender (some re-touching), 4 x blue Coaches, some age related wear, one has repainted roof and third coach
has been repainted together with a quantity of tinplate clockwork track - contents are otherwise Fair in Poor to Fair card box
which does have illustrated label to lid - scarce set in any condition.
£200 - £300
5328. French Hornby O Gauge Train Set OBBM "Le Bourguignon" - set comprises SNCF 8-wheeled electric
Locomotive - green, with Saint Freres yellow Covered Wagon and STEF Box Van with sliding doors together with quantity of
curved 3-rail track and vintage electric mains transformer (UNTESTED DISPLAY ONLY) - the track is tarnished and is
otherwise Fair, the rolling stock is Good - in Fair card box with replacement edges to illustrated lid.
£80 - £100
5329. Hornby O Gauge Tank Goods Set 40 - contains British Railways black 4-wheeled clockwork Locomotive, Plank
Wagon, Open Wagon and Esso Tanker (lack wheels) together with some track - otherwise Fair in Fair card box with inner card
divisions.
£30 - £40
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5330. Hornby O Gauge clockwork LNER Passenger Train Set comprising 4-wheeled clockwork Tank Locomotive 460, 3 x
teak 4-wheeled Carriages and quantity of track - rolling stock is generally Good Plus in Fair card box, illustrated lid lacks some
edges but base does have inner card divisions.
£40 - £50
5331. Hornby O Gauge, a group of early and later boxed Wagons and Signal - early wagons include "LNW No.1 Brake
Van" - grey (early box marked LNWR), Side Tipping Wagon "McAlpine" - grey - both have early open axle guards and metal
wheels; later wagons include Union Tank Car, LMS & Great Western and British Railways Open Wagons, BR Hopper Wagon,
Barrel Truck (lacks one barrel), 4-wheeled Tender 3435 (box lacks end flap) - otherwise Fair to Good Plus and ex-shop stock
Distant Junction Signal - Excellent Plus in Good Plus box. (10)
£60 - £70
5332. Hornby O Gauge and other tinplate Lineside Accessories - to include French Central Platform with Station Building and
Fencing, Windsor Signal Box with opening back panel and roof, 2 x lattice Footbridges, one with detachable signal arms, Level
Crossing in part-box. Also includes Bridge and Ramps (probably German) together with Distler German tinplate "Central
Station" Platform and Building and others including Turntable - Fair. (qty)
£40 - £50
5333. Marklin and other large O Gauge Accessories to include Marklin 3-rail Turntable, Hornby Curved Tunnel, large Platform
with Station Building and Central Shelter with matching Level Crossing, large unmarked tinplate Tunnel and 12"/30cm World
Model Company (Australia) Tunnel plus 2 x scarce Marklin Hand Signal Arms - Fair. (qty)
£40 - £50
5334. Stronlite (Japan) Leeds Model Co style LNER Saddle Tank Locomotive 5400, fitted with 3-rail central electric pick-ups,
2 x LNER teak Bogie Coaches and quantity of 3-rail tinplate track - contents are generally Good to Good Plus (although track
tarnished with age) in Fair card box with inner card divisions and illustrated label to lid.
£70 - £90
5335. Mosvabel Russian O Gauge Train - scarce example comprising of very heavy cast metal 12-wheeled electric
Locomotive with central 3-rail electrical pick-ups and wired for electric headlamps, 2 x matching tinplate Passenger Coaches
with opening carriage door and locking catch at each corner. Each Bogie Coach is fitted with electrical pick-ups for interior
lighting - unusual items circa 1960s - Good Plus to Excellent.
£50 - £60
5336. Railwayana - a group of cast metal Wagon Plates - to include Teesside, Darlington, Metro Cammell 1951 and
others - all have been re-painted otherwise Good for display, heavy items each plate is 11"/28cm wide. (4)
£30 - £50
5337. Railwayana - a group of 4 x Wagon Builders Plates - heavy items which have been re-painted to include Ashford,
Derbyshire and standard manufacturers from around the 1950 period - Good, each plate measures 11"/28cm. (4)
£30 - £50
5338. Railwayana, a group of cast metal items to include LNWR Bridge Plate No.5 and Wheeler & Gregory Builders Plate,
18"/47cm long. Also includes smaller cast metal Identification Markers for Signal Levers etc. - all have been repainted to a Fair
to Good standard. (6)
£30 - £40
5339. Railwayana, British Railways Platform Sign "Eccles" - maroon BR Midland region (faded to brown), has probably been
attached to a lamp post at this former Lancashire railway station, 36"/92cm wide, some overall age related wear, circa 1950s
otherwise Fair to Good.
£150 - £200
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5340. Railwayana "Monton Green" Station Platform Sign - was probably attached to a lamp post on the platform of this
Lancashire station which is near Eccles (now in Greater Manchester) - maroon/white, maroon has been overpainted to a Fair
standard, 36"/92cm wide.
£50 - £70
5341. Karl Bub, Bing and other German O Gauge tinplate Trains to include Karl Bub King George V 4-wheeled clockwork
Locomotive and Tender No.2663, lacks buffers and coupling rods. Also includes Bing 4-wheeled Carriage, larger Great
Northern Carriage, Bub Hopper Wagon and Bing or similar Crane Truck with corrugated roof - Fair. (6)
£30 - £40
5342. German O Gauge tinplate Trains to include Karl Bub electric 3-rail Locomotive with 4-wheeled Tender - black, together
with 2 x Fleischmann Bogie Passenger Coaches - green - Fair to Good. (4)
£30 - £40
5343. Hornby O Gauge, a group of Locomotives to include 2711 4-4-0 Locomotive - maroon together with matching
(repainted) 6-wheeled Tender. Also includes Locomotive and Tender 3435, lacking coupling rods otherwise Fair plus M1/2
Reversing clockwork Locomotive - red - Fair including card box with inner card packing piece. (5)
£30 - £40
5344. Hornby O Gauge tinplate clockwork "Southern B604" 4-4-2 Tank Locomotive - green, some significant touching in
otherwise Fair to Good.
£40 - £50
5345. Hornby O Gauge, a group of unboxed tinplate Wagons, some early versions from the 1920s with open axle guards - to
include Hopper Wagons, Rotary Tipper, McAlpine Tipper, Trinidad & Meccano Tippers, Hudson Side Tipping Truck and various
Hopper wagons in assorted colours - generally Good to Good Plus. (12)
£50 - £60
5346. Hornby O Gauge "Palethorpes" Goods Van - scarce example - deep maroon, with tinplate wheels, includes couplings
and sliding doors, together with Insulated LMS Meat Van - beige, Redline and Shell Petrol Tankers - various amounts of age
wear but generally Good overall. Also includes RS693 Fibre Wagon - powder blue - Good in Fair box. (5)
£40 - £50
5347. Marklin Gauge 1 Wagon and O Gauge Accessories to include Gauge 1 Open Wagon with opening door - brown.
Accessories includes 2 x Bridge Sections (one with 3-rail track) together with pressed steel Signalman's Cabin and various
switches and control gear (unchecked for completeness) otherwise overall Good. (4)
£30 - £40
5348. Marklin (Germany) 17750 4-wheeled Goods Wagon with Twin Silos, some light wear but overall a Good scarce
example.
£30 - £40
5349. Bing (Germany) Gauge 1 4-wheeled Coaches in pre-grouping livery (1) Great Northern Railway Third Class Coach with
4 x opening doors; (2) 639 First Class with Guards Compartment and 2 x opening doors (repainted roof) and (3) unmarked
German 4-wheeled Baggage Car - Fair to Good. (3)
£30 - £50
5350. Bassett-Lowke and Hornby, a group of O Gauge Accessories to include Bassett-Lowke Water Tower (requires
re-assembly), 2 x Hornby and another Loading Gauge and Buffer Stop - Fair. (4)
£20 - £30
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5351. Bassett-Lowke empty box only for O Gauge 0-6-0 electric Tank Locomotive in BR Eastern Region livery, 5314/0 - Fair
to Good, still has inner card packing piece.
£20 - £30
5352. Leeds Model Company, Exley and other O Gauge Trains to include Exley or similar LMS Kitchen Car - maroon, one
bogie requires re-attachment and lacks corridor connections; Leeds items include paper covered Bogie Coach in LNWR livery
and 3 x tinplate unmarked LMS Wagons together with Leeds/Stronlite LMS electric Pannier Tank Locomotive 7001, lacks buffer
but includes centre pick-ups. Also includes quantity of tinplate 3-rail track - Fair to Good. (6 + qty of track)

£50 - £60
5353. Lionel (USA) various O Gauge Trains to include Lumar Lines Floor Train Locomotive with 3 x Carriages, re-painted
Lionel Lines Rail Car with 3 x Carriages (lacks motor bogie) together with 2 x Ives tinplate Bogie Observation and Buffet Car
Carriages - Fair. (9)
£30 - £50
5354. Meccano, a group of sets to include Motorised Set 2 with yellow/blue components, 1960s Set 3 and Accessory Outfit
Set 3A together with book of models for outfits 2-3 from 1962. Also includes 2 x later issue Action Trooper and Starter Junior
Sets and "Motorised Meccanoids From Deep Space" set - unchecked for completeness but appear Fair to Good in Fair boxes;
(6 + instruction book).
£30 - £50
5355. Meccano 1960s Outfit No.4 with matching Accessory Outfit 4A - unchecked for completeness but Set 4 has had some
use but does include relevant instruction booklet and guarantee slip. Accessory Outfit has some repainted parts - both
unchecked for completeness but appear Fair to Good in Fair boxes. (2)
£30 - £40
5356. Meccano 1960s Sets No.0A, No.1, No.2 and No.3 together with Accessory Outfit No.2A and book of models
0-1 - some boxes are torn on corners and all are unchecked for completeness but contents generally appear Fair to Good in
Fair boxes. (5 + instruction books)
£40 - £50
5357. Meccano Set No.4 - scarce set with some used components, includes 1961 "Outfit No.4" instruction book. Also
includes Meccano Mechanisms Outfit with instruction book and Dinky Building Accessory Outfit No.1A with red/blue
components - unchecked for completeness but contents are generally Good to Good Plus in Fair to Good card boxes. (3)
£30 - £50
5358. Meccano Outfit No.6 - scarce set which has had some use together with 1960s catalogue for "Outfit No.6", components
are laid out in 2 x separate trays; plus Accessory Outfit No.6A with correct instruction book - unchecked for completeness but
appear generally Good in Fair (torn) card boxes.
£30 - £50
5359. Meccano post-war Outfit No.6 and pre-war Outfits No.4 and No.5 (1) Meccano Outfit No.6, circa 1960 - components in
2 x removable trays; (2) Meccano pre-war Set No.4 with violet-blue/gold components, with correct instruction book and (3)
Meccano pre-war Set No.5 with remains of catalogue, violet blue/gold components - unchecked for completeness but appear
generally Fair to Good in Fair card boxes although some of the lids are torn at the edges. (3)
£60 - £70
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5360. Bowman and Mamod Live Steam models to include Mamod Traction Engine for restoration - early version with meths
burner, with steering control accessory, canopy requires re-securing - otherwise a Fair basis for restoration; plus scarce
Bowman Models "Shell Motor Spirit" Tanker - wooden construction with metal fittings, brass buffers, made to go with range of O
Gauge live steam trains - overall Good for display. (2)
£30 - £40
5361. Karl Bub (Germany) O Gauge 3-rail tinplate Locomotive and Carriages - scarce example comprising black 3-rail 4-6-2
Locomotive and Bogie Tender, tinplate Bogie Coaches comprising of Sleeping Car - green, Dining Car - brown and Baggage
Car - green in DB livery with sliding doors, some age wear but overall Fair to Good for display. (5)
£60 - £80
5362. Edobaud (France) large tinplate Bogie Coaches - each coach runs on O Gauge track, one is green III, another is in
Dining Car light blue livery and the third in Sleeping Car mid-blue Wagon-Lits livery - all have their aluminium roofs, buffers,
couplings and folding corridor connections - would benefit from further cleaning otherwise overall Good. (3)
£60 - £70
5363. JAJ (Germany) "Long Running Train Set" - scarce set comprising green clockwork O Gauge Locomotive and matching
Tender, with 3 x 4-wheeled Carriages, Tunnel and Station accessory, Footbridge, Track etc. - unchecked for completeness but
contents appear generally Good in Fair (torn) card box with illustrated label to lid.
£40 - £50
5364. Lionel Standard Gauge tinplate Coaches and plastic Signal Cabin - carriages comprise 2 x light green Passenger Cars
and matching Baggage Car with sliding doors - all are wired for interior lighting. Also includes plastic Signal Box accessory
with 2 x figures - Good. (4)
£40 - £60
5365. JEP (France) O Gauge 3-rail electric Train Set comprising plastic bodied electric Locomotive with 3 x tinplate Wagons
including Guards Van, 3-rail track and track pick-up accessory - Good Plus for display in Fair (torn edges) card box.
£40 - £50
5366. Paradise (Japan) tinplate electric Train Set - scarce Japanese item from 1950s comprising electric 6-wheeled
Locomotive with centre rail pick-ups - military green, 2 x tinplate Pullman Carriages marked "Made in Tokyo" together with a
quantity of 3-rail curved track - an unusual item - contents are generally Good Plus in Fair plain card box with label to one
corner of lid.
£50 - £60
5367. Lionel (USA) O Gauge tinplate electric 3-rail Train Set to include 6-wheeled Locomotive and Tender, 3 x Bogie
Coaches including Observation Car, tinplate track and mains controller (untested, display only) - generally Good for display in
Fair card box with insert.
£50 - £70
5368. Marx Toys (USA) "Canadian Pacific Stream Line Electrical Train" (SIC) comprising of 8-wheeled Locomotive 3000 with
Bogie Tender, 3 x red Bogie Coaches, quantity of straight and curved tinplate track and mains controller (untested, display
only) - some age related wear otherwise Fair to Good in Fair presentation box (with significant repairs to lid).
£40 - £60
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5369. Lionel (USA), a group of O Gauge Locomotives, Rolling Stocks and Accessories - locomotives comprise 3 General
Western Locomotive and Tender together with motorised 50 Gang Car. Accessories include Mechanical Semaphore Signal,
Banjo Signal, Plate Girder Bridges 2214 and 140 plus others. More recent rolling stock include 3 x Crescent limited Passenger
Cars, Pennsylvania Hopper Wagon and others including set of Billboards and Freight Station - unchecked for completeness,
some items are in the wrong box and some lack their box but overall a Good to Excellent lot. (20)

£70 - £90
5370. Hubley (USA) cast iron Racing Car, repainted red, features Michelin Man driver plus Arcade or similar Michelin Man
figure. Also includes polished cast aluminium Saloon Car - Good to Good Plus. (3)
£30 - £40
5371. Polished aluminium "Tether Car" Racing Car - of recent limited edition production, similar to the vintage Tether Cars
popular in America, with bright metal body work, hinged bonnet to reveal simulated glow plug motor, with drive train to rear axle,
steerable front wheels, rubber tyres, varnished wooden chassis - Excellent, 19"/48cm long.
£100 - £150
5372. Card Shop Display Sign "Hornby Railways Clockwork Train Sets" - circa 1960s/1970s, some light handling wear to
edges, made to be folded in the middle, 20"/50cm wide x 16"/40cm high - Good Plus.
£50 - £60
5373. Marklin (Germany) card Shop Display Stand - illustrated with 100 Years of Marklin colour picture of model railways,
made to be freestanding, 17"/43cm high, 13"/33cm wide.
£30 - £50
5374. Meccano and other toy shop display items to include 31"/78cm high framed colourful picture of a typical toy shop
featuring Meccano products such as Dinky Toys, Hornby Trains, Constructor Cars etc. Also includes framed Hornby Railway
Co. Certificate nominating "W J Pounder" as a member of the company dated 1951 and Motorised Meccano Shop Display
Board, several Hornby and Meccano leaflets from 1960s, 1973 fold out catalogue and the remains of a Marklin catalogue - Fair
to Good Plus. (8)
£20 - £30
5375. Hornby card Shop Display Boards - the largest introducing "The Famous Five" featuring Hornby Black 5 Locomotive
R2250, 27.5"/70cm wide, similar Hornby board featuring Southern Railway Schools Locomotive and smaller "Hornby"
board - Good Plus to Excellent. (3)
£30 - £40
5376. Stahlberg (Finland) a group of large scale (approx. 1/20) plastic Volvo models, made as promotionals in the 1970s - to
include Volvo 740 Turbo - metallic red with black interior - Good Plus in Fair card box. Unboxed items include 2 x 245DL
Estate Cars in beige and grey, 360GLE 4-door - crack to side window but does celebrate the 100,000th vehicle in 1983 - Good
Plus together with an unusual Saab model with some glue repairs which is generally Fair plus a number of plastic Vintage Cars
to include Stahlberg vintage 4-door Volvo together with 2 x Airfix Vintage Cars and Blue Box Maxwell Roadster of Hong Kong
manufacture - Fair to Good (9)
£40 - £60
5377. Victory Industries (UK), a group of 1/18th scale plastic electric models, circa 1950s - to include Hillman Minx - white
(replacement bumpers); Vauxhall Velox later issue with moulded in rear lamps and replacement bumper to front; Triumph
TR2 - white, lacks seats - otherwise Fair. (3)
£80 - £100
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5378. Covap CKO Kellerman 1/43 scale tinplate models - to include 1973 Caravan and 1971 Mercedes 350SL Open
Top - red and Coupe - powder blue - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good Plus boxes. (3)
£30 - £40
5379. Schuco (Germany), a pair of tinplate clockwork Cars (1) Examico 4001 - cream, lacks windscreen but does include key
and motor is in working order and (2) Kommando Anno 2000 - brick red (motor mechanism sticking) - otherwise Good for
display. (2)
£60 - £70
5380. Schuco 1001 tinplate clockwork Car - maroon, motor in working order, with starting handle shaped key - Good Plus to
Excellent.
£30 - £40
5381. British and German tinplate Commercial Vehicles (1) Tipp & Co Articulated Tractor Unit - green/brown, some
overpainting, motor requires attention, opening driver's door; (2) Chad Valley Ubilda tinplate Fire Engine carrying Wheeled
Escape - motor in working order, with key - Fair to Good. (2)
£40 - £50
5382. Krauss (Germany), a pair of tinplate 1930s Limousines (1) "Joe Ha Ku" 301 4-door Limousine - yellow/black,
unpowered, penny-toy style, 6"/14cm long; (2) Krauss/Hess or similar German clockwork Limousine with driver figure, motor
needs attention, fitted with bulb to radiator grille - Fair. (2)
£60 - £70
5383. Wells, Mettoy or similar 1940s tinplate clockwork Racing Car, of British manufacture, 11"/28cm long - red, with driver
figure, some wear to balloon wheels, clockwork motor with integral key is in working order, racing number 77 - Good Plus.
£50 - £70
5384. Mettoy large tinplate Rolls Royce 4-door Sedan - two-tone blue/cream, some age related wear and repainted back
bumper, with logo to radiator grille, clockwork motor with integral key is in working order and drives the rear wheels - Fair,
14"/35cm long.
£40 - £60
5385. Chad Valley Ubilda tinplate 2-door Coupe - of nut and bolt construction, made from a Ubilda kit, not fitted with
clockwork motor - otherwise Fair to Good for display, 9"/23cm long.
£40 - £50
5386. Marx, Paya and other assorted tinplate and plastic Cars - to include brick red freewheeling example, Paya clockwork
Renault, Dux or similar 4-door Saloon, Marx Toys miniature car and Marx Toys miniature clockwork car from the Roadway
System - Fair. (4)
£20 - £30
5387. Scalex and Startex, a pair of tinplate 1/32 scale Sports Cars (1) Austin Healey - metallic blue, red seats; (2) Sunbeam
Alpine - burnt orange, green seats - both lack windscreens otherwise Fair to Good. (2)
£40 - £50
5388. Triang Minic tinplate clockwork Delivery Lorry - dark blue standard cab, with dark green rear body and chassis, no key
but motor is in working order, some wear around keyhole otherwise Good Plus to Excellent.
£30 - £50
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5389. Triang Minic, a group of Railway Company related Vans to include British Railways Forward Control, Southern Railway
green Van with Standard Cab (lacks one opening rear door) together with Carter Paterson Van with repainted rear doors, no
key but all have working clockwork motors otherwise Fair to Good. (3)
£50 - £70
5390. Triang Minic, a group of Commercials (1) pre-war Shell Tanker - light green standard cab and brick red rear tank,
repainted petrol can to running board; (2) Dust Cart with orange standard cab and (3) Minic Transport Shutter Van with Forward
Control - some paint loss to roof otherwise Fair. (3)
£50 - £60
5391. Triang Minic, a pair of Articulated Lorries (1) Forward Control Mechanical Horse with Boat on Trailer - later issue with
plastic hubs and (2) Standard Cab Tractor Unit with green Minic Transport Van Trailer, opening doors and locking bar,
conditions Fair to Good. (2)
£50 - £70
5392. Triang Minic Streamlined Saloon - military green, fitted with cast metal hubs, no key but motor is in working order.
Also includes post-war Caravan - maroon/cream, opening door and tow bar - Good to Good Plus. (2)
£40 - £60
5393. Triang Minic, a group of Crawler Tractors to include green and red post-war versions with cast metal hubs and early
dark green version with replacement tracks, wooden rollers together with similar early light green Trailer - Fair to Good. (4 +
spare chassis)
£40 - £50
5394. Triang Minic Fire Engine and Steam Roller - 1950s Fire Engine - replacement ladder, with bell, together with post-war
Steam Roller with plastic wheels and miniature Minic tinplate clockwork Car - no key but all motors in working order otherwise
Fair to Good. (3)
£20 - £40
5395. Triang Minic Vauxhall Open Top Tourer - dark green, black, no key but motor is in working order, some replacement
tyres but generally Good.
£20 - £30
5396. Triang Minic 118M post-war Rolls Royce Tourer - scarce example finished in green, with white plastic interior seating,
opening boot lid, later version with cast metal hubs, with front and rear bumpers, no key but motor is in working order, some
light chipping to wings otherwise generally Good Plus.
£80 - £120
5397. Triang Minic, a pair of tinplate clockwork post-war Cars (1) Streamlined Tourer - dark blue, one of the rubber tyres has
perished but motor is in working order - Good; (2) restored Vauxhall Police Car - dark blue, with reproduction front bumper and
loudspeaker, with 2 x interior Police Officer figures (one rear wheel is loose). Also includes 3 x cast metal and plastic seated
figures. (qty)
£40 - £50
5398. Triang Minic post-war plastic Cars (1) Jaguar XK120 Open Top - red, with cream metal windscreen, lacks rear boot
handle and tonneau cover, defective motor otherwise Good for display; (2) Jowett Javelin Push and Go model - blue - Good to
Good Plus; and Fair body only for Penguin Ford Tudor. (3)
£40 - £50
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5399. Triang Minic Push and Go MacLeans Tube Van - scarce promotional in light blue/white, some light retouching to
printing otherwise Good Plus including illustrated box.
£40 - £50
5400. Triang Minic, a group of plastic clockwork post-war Cars to include Standard Vanguard, Morris Oxford and Morris
Eight. Also includes Push and Go Morris Minor Loudspeaker Car (small chip to speaker) - Good to Good Plus overall. (4)
£50 - £60
5401. Triang Minic, a pair of tinplate Buses (1) Triang Transport Push and Go Double Decker - red, with Minic and Pedigree
Dolls advertising, some play wear particularly to roof otherwise Fair; (2) Single Decker Greenline Bus on Dorking route, Bisto
advertisements to rear, two-tone green - Good Plus clockwork example with no key but motor in working order. (2)
£50 - £70
5402. Triang Minic and Wells Brimtoy miniature plastic vehicles - Triang Minic Push and Go items include scarce Articulated
Car Carrier with Rolls Royce load - red/blue together with Triang/Pedigree Articulated Delivery Van; Wells Brimtoy items include
Pocketoy Bedford Lyons Tea Van with tinplate Trailer and plated Morris Minor in working order - Fair. (4)
£30 - £40
5403. Triang Scalextric Aston Martin DB4GT - scarce example wired for electric lamps, red with yellow interior, bright plated
parts, racing number 3, together with Airfix Racing System Mini Cooper with steerable wheels - red, racing number 8 - Good
Plus and Scalextric Start/Finish plastic Flag with 2 x metal posts together with tinplate "Biekens Alpine Formula II"
advertisement hoarding - Fair. (4)
£50 - £70
5404. Hong Kong plastic large scale vehicles from the 1960s to include (1) TAT 707 Bentley Continental; (2) 714 Ford
Thames Minibus with removable roof and opening rear doors, 7.5"/18cm long; (3) 715 Mini Cooper (lacks front bumper)
otherwise Good to Excellent, all have working friction drive motors and (4) battery operated Amphibious Vehicle - grey/white,
9"/23cm long; (5) smaller scale freewheeling NFIC 1950s Racing Car - Good to Good Plus. (5)
£60 - £70
5405. Scientific Toys Limited large scale plastic Mini Cooper - of recent production, made for radio control, finished in red with
black interior, white roof, steerable front wheels, untested, no control unit but offered for display - Excellent, probably to
approximately 1/8 scale, 23"/58cm long.
£40 - £50
5406. MSB (Germany) ex-shop stock large scale Toyota and similar tinplate and plastic cars - all are friction drive and come
in Ambulance, Highway Patrol, Fire Chief and Monsun - white, black, red and orange liveries - some may have light storage
wear and have missing/loose plastic components but most are generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus, each model is 9"/22cm
long and comes in open window box. (32)
£30 - £40
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Conditions of Sale
The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be ﬁnal.
Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price.
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25%).
BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE Purchasers will be charged a total
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable which
will be shown separately on your invoice.
There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.
There is no VAT charged on lot prices.
If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods can only
be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been made. We reserve
the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most major brands are accepted.
Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as possible,
allowing for other bids. Successful commission bidders will be notiﬁed by post immediately after the sale.
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.
Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be decided by
the Auctioneer, whose decision will be ﬁnal. Please be careful.
We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to deﬁne condition are detailed in the Condition Classiﬁcation. The classiﬁcation relates
to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of any item. It must
be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be regarded as opinion only, and
cannot form part of any legal contract.
Where we have identiﬁed particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such faults
does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free of faults.
Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in the event that an
item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this is proven to the
Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days of the sale in the
condition it was sold.

Telephone Bidding
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for telephone
bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any missed calls
due to human or technical errors.

Bank Transfer
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder
House, Kingﬁsher Way, Stockton on Tees. TS18 3EX
Sort Code: 40-51-62
Account: 42076703
IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703
Bank Swift code: HANDGB22
Account Name: Vectis Auctions Ltd

Conditions of Sale (Continued)
Estimates
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity,
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

Reserves
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a reserve on
a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the placed reserve or
£10 whichever is greater. The reserve is the conﬁdential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed
with Vectis Auctions beforehand. This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

Late Withdrawals
(a) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top and
bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.
(b) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the midpoint
between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

Payment of proceeds of auction
Payment is normally made twenty ﬁve working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the right to
withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment. If the buyer fails to make payment within the calendar
month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable in respect of the
amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each lot
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each lot might realise

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.
The website address is: www.vectis.co.uk e-mail address is: admin@vectis.co.uk

